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Sidney Lions sea cavalcade 
Sunday was a rip-roaring success.
The weather was good, the arts 
and crafts show was “fabulous, 
so popular” and zodiac football 
“another winner,” says 
organizer Art Kool.
And the Lions made some 
money. About $1,000. “We 
never expected that,” Kool says.
Small disappointment was the 
turnout. Kool had expected 
larger crowds. But the people 
who did turn up had a grand 
time.
A Lions core group of 12 led 
by Art Kool, Bud McLean and 
Ian Hendry have been working 16 
hours a day Tor several days — 
arid “we’re all pretty tired,’” 
Kool says. Altogether some 25 
Lions Were inyolved in putting on 
sea cavalcade.; '
Casino Nile —- vvith a fashion 
show and wine and cheese party 
—- went well Saturday evening,, 
arid raffle tickets for beef, a 
poloroid camera and gas went 
like hot cakes.
Next .year it’ll be the club’s 
third annual .sea cavalcade.
It’ll be better than ever, Kool 
promises.
Corinne Eckert, a Sidney girl now living in Victoria and member of cast of Butchart 
Gardens variety show, perf ormed number of popular songs for crowds attending Sidney 
Lions Sea Cavalcade Sunday. Tom Cronk Photo
By CRANIA LITWIN
Rocketing interest rates are 
having an effect on more than 
just housing costs in the 
municipality of Central Saanich.
At Monday night’s council 
meeting two businesses an­
nounced plans to revise ex­
pansion projects as a direct result
of the high cost of borrowing 
money and an apartment owner 
has requested permission to 
convert to condominium because 
of a mortgage which is due for 
renewal within the year.
Brentwood Food Giant has 
decided to “shelve” plans for 
renovations for two years at
which time owners will “look at 
the financial climate at that 
time.”
Owners of the new plant of 
Haywood Industries, Oldfield 
Road, have revised plans and 
asked for accptance under a new 
development permit.
And a spokesman for Bren­
twood Tower Apartments, 
Gerald Neeley, told council 
owners are seeking permission to 
convert to condominiums 
because at current interest rales 
new rents will have to rise from 
about $400 to close to $600 when 
the building is re-financed, (See
By JOHN GREEN 
Tempers flared a few times at 
North Saanich council on 
Monday over the participation of 
two aldermen in a campaign to 
force a referendum on a $350,000 
water main extension down Wain 
Road, west of West Saanich Rd.
Aid. Harold Parrott raised the 
subject as a “question of 
privilege” early in the meeting, 
referring to a “gang of six” that 
included “two councillors who 
did not object to the borrowing 
bylaw or the vote to put the water 
main in.”
After his statement the matter 
was left to the end of the meeting, 
when Aid. Dermid Bingham, one 
of the two named in an ad­
vertisement seeking a referen­
dum, said he doubted the plan to 
run a major water main down 
Wain Road was sound and did 
not think there had been a 
thorough engineering study. For 
that reason he supported the call 
for a referendum:
Aid. Edgar Farthing, the other 
alderman listed in the ad, did not 
comment.
Mayor' Eric Sherwood and 
Aid. Jim Gumming, Alan 
Cornford and Jay Rangel all 
expressed concern over the move 
to hold up construction of the 
new main at the last minute when 
it had been studied and discussed 
over a long period and the 16- 
inch water line being built up on 
the peninsula will reach Wain 
Road in a few weeks.
Under the Municipal Act the 
bylaw to borrow the $350,000 for 
' the waterilirie had toTbc; ad-; 
vertised, which was done in the 
Victoiia Times-Colonistv^ and 
there was then a 30-day waiting 
period, which will end Aug. 28.
If five per cent of the electors 
in the municipality request a 
referendum before that date then 
one must be held.
Although the water project was 
the subject of controversy at both 
ends of the meeting, second 
reading of the bylaw to botrow 
the money was approved in 
between, without dissent, and 
third reading would have been 
passed also until it was pointed 
out that the time limit in the 
public notice had not yet expired.
The new main and its branches 
would tie in with the existing 
water lines in the northwest 
corner of the peninsula with the 
intention of increasing both the 
volume and the pressure 
available.
Council has received com­
plaints that there is not enough
water even for domestic use in the 
higher areas at times of peak 
demand, and that the supply is 
inadequate for firefighting.
The provincial government will 
pay three-quarters of the cost of 
the project.
Relief for water problems in 
two other areas was approved by 
council. Booster pumps will be 
put in, one to serve a new sub­
division above Landsend Road at 
Oceanspray, and the other for the 
high area of Curteis Point.
Council had received three 
letters from residents of the 
subdivision stating they were out 
of Water, but Sherwood said 
since daytime sprinkling had been 
prohibited north of Mills Road 
the problem was not as bad as it 
had been.
The problem there will be only 
temporary, as a reservoir to be 
built on Cloake Hill by the 
Peninsula Water Commission 
will provide ample pressure.
Special meet
A special meeting of North 
Saanich Council will be called 
shortly to consider a new 
proposal for development of the 
George Aylard property.
In the face of Mayor Eric 
Sherwood’s insistence that he 
wanted a recommendation from 
the planning committee and some 
immediate action frorri council, 
committee members stood firm in 
recommending the whole council 
should - hear ■ the presentation, ' 
from the would-be developers.
The advisory planning com­
mission will be invited to attend 
the special meeting, - t
■■
North Saanich council 
members think Attorney-General 
Alan Williams is jumping the gun 
regarding policing costs for the 
municipality, and Aid. Jim 
Cummings wonders if the 
government is running out of 
money.
The council received a letter 
from the attorney-general saying 
that since poplalion was cpectcd 
to be more than 5,000 in the 1981 
census the municipality would 
Coiiliruivd on Page 3story page 2).
Oh, those daring young
At I'ifst glance it looks like a 
pre-World War 1 effort but 
today’s technology —- space age 
materials, aluminum, plastics 
and high density foams -- liave 
combined to produce the Lazair, 
a 140-pound microlight 
aeroplane with two 100 c.c. 
engines and a top speed of 55 
m.p.h.
It created a sensation at 
Sunday’s sea cavulcudc at Tulistu 
Park as owner Mike Creasy from 
Bretitvvood displayed his model,
The l.a/air requires no pilot’s 
licence although owners tnusl 
carry liability insurance, Mike 
says.
Mike bought his I.azair “as 
fun” but when he saw the 
demand was growing he got into 
the business and now operates as 
a dealer ~ Peninsula Microlight 
An cralt (652-4740).
Take-off .speed is 17 rnqnh. 
and you cruise at 40 m.p.h, Mike 
lays he’s ihirwu a.s high as 10,000 
feci. It has more than 400 hours 
of running time, Cost? $4,700. Crowds gather Sunday to see Creasy assemble Lazair,Mike Creasy in driver's seat.







Monday night of an 
application by 




Fyll liye of Fertilizers, 
Pesticides, Basketware, etc.
Come in for Friendly, Helpful i 
Service and Excellent Selection.'^
7969 West Saanich 
Road for a restaurant 
and gift shop.
Council pointed out 
there is no municipal 
water or sewer service 
at the location, “and 
the wells aren’t even
OPEN EVERY DAY 
9 AM • 6 PM
that good.” Aid. 
George MacFarlane 
told committee re’- 
zoning of the property 
would not be prudent 
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municipality will lose 
more than $900 
because of receiving 
late taxes due to the 
postal strike.
Council Monday 
night decided not to 
penalize out-of-town 
property owners who 
had mailed their 
cheques well in ad­
vance of the deadline.
Aid. Trevor'Jones 
pointed out all the 
letters, from as far 
away as Manitoba, 
should have easily 
arrived in time 
acording to the date 
stamped on the en­
velopes by the post 
office.
Aid. Ron Cullis 
agreed saying, “these 
people made a 
reasonable effort to 
pay their taxes on 
time.”
It was noted, that in 
the event of a future 
posal strike, land 
owners and taxpayers 
wold be wise to phone 
their banks, if out of 




Cares if you are new in town 
and feel kind of lost; If you’ve 
just added a new son or 
daughter to your family; If 
HE has finally asked you to 
become his wife; If you or 
someone in your family is 
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Alternating smooth concrete and exposed 
aggregate panels in the sidewalks, planted 
medians, low maintenance shrubs such^^as 
broom and high profile deciduous trees are 
just some of the items Central Saanich 
council has in mind for its beautification 
project along Keating Cross Road.
Council heard a proposal Monday night 
from landscape architect John Gauld for the 
project which will take some two years to 
complete.
Total reconstruction of Keating Road 
through the industrial zone has already 
begun and will be followed by 
beautification.
Gauld outlined a plan to create an eight- 
foot sidewalk along the north side of Keating 
with a four-foot barrier between the 
sidewalk and roadway wherever possible.
In some cases, where the sidewalk would 
have a drop-off on the non-road side, the 
planting would be split with a two-foot
buffer zone each side of the walkway.
The sidewalk would be designed to ac­
commodate both pedestrians and cyclists.
In some areas, where the municipal right- 
of-way is only eight feet, the planters would 
be deleted but large sections would be cut out 
for tree planting at 40-foot intervals within 
the sidewalk itself.
“We are looking toward low maintenance 
shrubs and trees which will only require 
watering in the first couple of years,” said 
Gauld, who also prepared plans for the 
Brentwood area beautification.
Mayor Dave Hill said he was impressed 
with the plan adding: “Beautification is part 
of the road — and more important in the 
eyes of some people than the road itself.”
Aid. Dick Sharpe told council the Keating 
area is called an “industrial park” and that it 
should look like a park if possible.
Council moved to approve the plan in 
principle.
Baby thrown out too?
North Saanich council Monday approved 
a committee recommendation that in-law 
suites be allowed on properties up to five per 
cent smaller than the one acre now required 
by bylaw.
The building inspector will be asked if any 
other changes are needed while the bylaw is 
being amended. Aid. Jim Gumming pointed 
out at present there is no definition of an in­
law suite and there was already one case of a 
“suite” being built that was larger than the 
original residence.
In other council news:
®Concern was expressed that Municipal 
Affairs Minister Bill Vander Zalm had 
“thrown the baby out with the bathwater” 
in outlawing municipal bylaws regulating 
tree cutting. North Saanich was midway in 
consideration of such a bylaw, and council 
voted to urge the minister to allow protection 
of trees along water courses and the 
foreshore in areas of proposed developments 
and in ecologically sensitive areas.
“Council was told most marina owners in 
the municipality had agreed to see that 
berths are available for boats belonging to 
North Saanich residents, but that none cared 
to put such a policy in writing.
®A suggestion from the advisory planning 
commission that Alder Road be extended 
from Laurel Road to Tatlow Road was 
rejected because the extension would be too 
steep. Even if 50 feet of rock were blasted 
away to smooth the grade it would still be at 
16 per cent while the maimum allowed is 12 
per cent.
® A committee consisting of the mayor, the 
clerk and Aid. Alan Cornford from the fire 
committee was appointed to negotiate with 
the federal government regarding acquisition 
of an acre at the southeast corner of 
McTavish and East Saanich Roads for a 
satelite fire hall, and to report back to 
council. Gumming objected that acquisition 
of property was properly a matter for the 
public works committee.
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council for approval 
MIGHELLE-SCOTX.. to convert the 
Owners , of Bren- apartments to con-
twbo^d&i- -To wef siadominiums. The 90-
Apartments have unit apartment block, 
asked Central Saanich on the corner of West
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for those who operate or plan to operate 
any type of pleasure boat (Power or Sail) 
classes will be conducted locally at North 
Saanich & Stelly’s Schools. Pick up a 
brochure at local marinas, boat and 
boating equipment outlets, Cornish's or
phone
656-2172 or 658-1090
Saanich : Rd. and 
Verdier A.venue will 
be sold as strata lots.
: In the letter, to 
council, owners say 
two areas of concern 
to council would be 
relocation of tenants 
now living in the 
apartments and the 




housing in Central 
Saanich.
To relieve such 
concerns, the owners 
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2350 BEACON AVE.
AKDMOKK (JOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. nnd 
West Bnnidch Rond, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-liolcr, ideal for families, beautiful scenery, 
clubs and cart rentals, picnic and barbeque facilities, 
swimming beach nearby. I'lioncf>5M621,
IIUENTWOOD INN, 7172 Ilrenlwood Drive, 
Ilrcniwood. 652-2413.
SIDNEY TRAVE1.0DGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:00 p.m, to 2:00 a.m.. Rock & Roll Jk Coutilry 
Music.
I ive emert:ilnrnr*n1 In the t nutige 8 p.m. tr’i mid­
night,
THE MARINERSV MUSEUM, - A must to sec 
when in .Sidney •— tut Outstanding Maritime nnd 
Nautical Colicctton — located next to the Clipper 
Inn, 2554 Bevnn. Rhone656-6633.
Hours: Daily 10 n.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
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of the present tenants 
would be given notice 
merely because of the 
conversion and the 
strata lots wilL be 
offered first to 
tenants, and will be in 
the “medium price 
range”.
Most aldermen 
spoke against the idea 
at Monday night’s 
meeting of council. 
Aid. Earle Tabor said 
he had ‘‘some 
reservations about 
this”. Aid. George 
MacFarlane agreed he 
had reservations, 
while Aid. Ruth 
Arnaud told mem­
bers: ‘‘I’m very
concerned about this 
. . . because there is a 
dearth of rental ac­
comodation” in the 
munitipality”.
Aid. Trevor Jones 
said there was so little 
rental ac­
commodation that it 
would not be in the 
interest of Central 
Saanich. Before 
council did anything 
he “would like to hear 
from every single 
tenaiU”.
The matter was 
referred to the sub­
division and zoning 
committee, with an 
agreement frm the 
representative to 
inform tenants that 
the meeting will be 
held Sept, 14.
Presto Logs
Pleatitnt • Efficient 
Delivered -~
Family Bestamani
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Good news for Alice
When 65-year-old Allyce Bishop broke her 
leg and went back home from the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital after two or three days 
she was pleased. Her bed would be released 
for someone whose need was more urgent 
than hers and she would get help at home 
with a homemaker.
But the problems began when Mrs. 
Bishop, 9659 - 2nd Street, Sidney, needed to 
make constant trips to the hospital. And she 
has two complaints. Why does the am­
bulance, which picks her up in Sidney and 
takes her to the Saanich Peninsula Hospital, 
have to come from Victoria?, she asks. It 
also comes from Victoria when it picks her 
up again at the hospital to return her to 
Sidney.
And Mrs. Bishop is outraged that pen­
sioners have to pay for this service.
“The average age on the peninsula is 60 — 
that means we have to have transportation,” 
slie says.
And transportation free or at a cost 
pensioners can afford.
Unhappily, everyone, whatever age, has to 
pay ambulance costs, says John Carlow,
Victoria zone co-ordinator of the Provincial 
Ambulance Service.
And if people haven’t any money?
“Then that’s a different situation, people 
become wards of welfare and are taken care 
of,” he said.
But Carlow has some good news for Mrs. 
Bishop.
A station day car (ambulance) has been 
established and based at Sidney fireball on 
3rd Street in the past two weeks. It operates 9 
a.m. - 4 p.m. and is used for exactly the kind 
of purpose for which Mrs. Bishop would 
require an ambulance.
It’s run by paid staff — unlike other 
ambulancet. on the peninsula which are 
manned by volunteer staff, who found a 
high number of calls were taking them away 
too often from their work.
Carlow says when the ambulance is in use 
a back-up unit is sent out, so there will 
always be a vehicle standing by at the Sidney ' 
location.
And, Carlow, promises, the service will 




council voted Monday 
to place a bronze 
plaque at the site of 
the first community 
hall in the area.
Known as the 
Mechanics Institute, 
the hall was built in 
the 1860s beside what 
has since become
Wain Road, but 
because the road has 
been cut down to a 
lower level the site is 
now up on a rock cut 
above it, near the 
boundary of
Kingswood Estate and 
Brackenhurst Farm.
Beside being used 
for all community
meetings and for night 
classes the hall was the 
first school in the 
area, serving for two 




remains of the 
building the plaque
Jumping the gun
Continued from Page 1 
have to take responsibility for 
policing costs as of April 1, 1982, 
either with its own force or by 
contract with the RGMP.
He offered to arrange for the 
B.C. Police Commission to meet 
with council on the subject.
Cummings pointed out the 
xensus figure has. not ye:t been
received and said when Sidney 
had to take over policing the 
town received six months notice, 
then had costs phased in over 
three years.
It was agreed that there was no 
need to rush things, but that the 
mayor could arrange a meeting 
with the police commission in 
October.- -■.T,/.-
will be mounted on 
rock.
Aid. Dermid 
Bingham opposed the 
plan because of the 
cost, estimated to be 
more than $1,000.
A wooden plaque 
was approved for the 
wall of the Legion 
Hall on Mills Road 
marking the site of the 
first schoolhouse. 
That building was 
destroyed by fire in 
the 1880s, but its 
replacement still 
forms part of the 
Legion building.
It was pointed out 
that there is no money 
in the budget for 
purchasing the 
plaquesThis year.
WEEKDAYS 9 ■ 9 SUNDAYS 11
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The only decision
> It isn’t difficult for most people to get 
• certain priorities in order.
Water is generally conceived to be an 
important commodity — right at the top 
-of the list, in fact. We need it for
■ drinking, cooking, washing, and 
watering our gardens.
\ And we need it — hundreds of gallons 
■; of the stuff — for putting out fir^.
. None of us need to be reminded what 
.. can happen when fires rage unchecked 
; through lack of water.
North Saanich council recently 
adopted a bylaw which will allow for 
.’-construction of certain water im- 
' ■ provements to the municipality’s water 
utility distribution system.
It will improve water supply in upper 
' areas of North Saanich, north of the 
. airport, and relieve the problems of 
many people who have been suffering 
( from an acute shortage of water.
. _ It will also provide a water flow for
■ fighting fires. In effect, it will make life 
safer for residents in North Saanich.
To effect these improvements council
> will borrow $350,000 over 20 years and 
; the provincial government will pay 75
■ per cent of the total costs.
^ It will cost taxpayers in North Saanich 
*12 cents a week or $6.35 a year. An 
. incredibly small sum for an improved 
Water sup^^
"/capabilities.
; it’s hard to imagine anyone could 
object to this perfectly sensible and 
straightforward move by council as it 
/; prepares to do its job of seeing residents 
’ are provided with this vital commodity. 
However, a small group of residents 
(six) — two of whom are North Saanich 
/ aldermen — believe “there has been a 
less than thorough evaluation of the 
/ technical and economic alternatives’’
: and fear taxpayers’ money is being spent 
to little or no benefit to the community 
/ at large.
- This group is agitating for a 
referendum to decide if council should
: go ahead with the new water main and 
/ have advertized for residents’ signatures 
to achieve its objective.
We find it hard to believe this group 
will have any success in raising enough 
objectors (one-twentieth of electors) to 
call for a referendum but there are two 
points worth noting.
Members of North Saanich council 
were elected to make decisions ■— this 
kind of decision. And surely it is not
- only a wise one but the only one?
letters
Pray we don’t 
have big fire soon
Over S8 million will be spent for Central 
Saanich, Sidney and North Saanich to 
upgrade the Sooke piped water supply 
system for the peninsula. Numerous water 
shortages are being reported daily — mainly 
for drinking and domestic use — from 
households with our existing piped water 
distribution area.
Alternate day garden watering restrictions 
must now be tightened to complete 
prohibition between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m. north 
of Mills Rd. Several months ago a fire 
department supervised bum of a derelict 
house in Deep Cove indicated less than 
adequate water for proper fire protection.
After more than half a year of efforts to 
complete engineering studies, some seem to 
want to try to frustrate timely im­
plementation of an upgraded distribution 
system that relieves some present deficiencies 
and meets future fire needs.
We will have a 16-inch supply pipe with 
water in it at Wains Rd. within two months 
with no way to distribute the volume 
properly without this bylaw and the 
distribution upgrade.
The cost for borrowing the 5350,000 over 
20 years including interest and the 75 per 
cent provincial subsidy is less than 57 per 
household per year — a realistic cost for 
drinking water and better fire protection.
Aid. Edgar Farthing indicates he has 
ample water and fails to see the benefits. His 
phone number was recently advertised in a 
newspaper ad. Residents without drinking 
water or reduced pressure might ask him for 
some. Pray we don’t have a big fire soon.
Aid. Alan Cornford 
chairman, committee C, 
DNS water commission representative
As you phase
The advertisement in a local paper last 
week entitled “To the Electors oT North 
Saanich’’ is significant in what it doesn’t say.
Your council of North Saanich proposes 
to borrow $350,000 (repayable over 20 years, 
with interest at 15 per cent, for a total cost of 
$1,118,330). The provincial government will 
contribute 75 per cent of this total under the 
Water Utility Assistance Act (which applies 
to North Saanich at this time). The 
municipality’s contribution is 25 per cent of 
the total which is $279,580. It is proposed to 
raise/ this amount by increasing the vyater 
utility parcel tax $6.35 per year (12 cents a
The benefits of this watermain extension 
that will accrue to our municipality are (a) an 
increase in water supply to areas of high 
demand with an anticipated relief in .some 
upper areas, (b) an essential extension of our 
water distribution system and (c) production 
of sufficient volume of water for fire 
fighting.
A majority of, council considers this 
project to be in the best interests of our 
municipality as an integral part of con­
tinuing the provincially-sponsored program 
of an “assured water supply for the 
peninsula.’’ A referendum would delay the 
project and, at this time of year, could only 
become a political football attended by 
further delays.
Nevertheless, if that is what the residents 





Regularly, municipal staff are required to 
face the prospect of educating and training a 
new “batch’’ of mayors and aldermen. They
eagerly await with optimistic enthusiasm the 
arrival of their new students and with tongue 
in cheek wonder if the repeaters have learned 
how to behave in class during their enforced 
sabbatical.
They know there w’ill be a mixture — over 
the years they have experienced all types, the 
gentlemanly, the overbearing, the con­
siderate, the patient and impatient, the 
penny-pinchers and the free-spenders, those 
who were bumptious, arrogant or self- 
effacing and rather timid, those who could 
“blow their cork’’ or who could restrain 
themselves and speak with a cool and icy 
chill.
Over the years, through a succession of 
mayors and aldermen in spite of delays 
caused by the slow learners, the ad­
ministrative and engineering staff of North 
Saanich, have, with persistent patience, been 
able to maneouver their novitiates and guide 
the planning, budgeting and eventual im­
plementation of improvements necessary to 
the present and future good of the com­
munity.
The constant turmoil caused by the 
publicity seeking would-be politicians and 
their insatiable hunger to get their name in 
the paper has taken its toil on morale and 
production. We have lost many good staff, 
and will be losing more.
To me, it is ironical in the extreme when 
planned, budgeted, expensive improvements 
were made to the roads where a former, and 
a present aldermen live that nothing was 
leaked to the press as to why these im­
provements should not be made, and yet 
these two “concerned taxpayers’’ did 
everything within their power to block, stop 
or delay the planned, budgeted improvement 
to an eventual main cross road which is 
essential to the needs of the community. It is 
understood that their efforts in this con­
nection w-ere aided and abetted by two 
former elected aldermen and mayors.
It is interesting to note that the current 
attempts to block, stop or delay the planned, 
budgeted, approved by council; im­
provements to the water system are being 
spearheaded by the same three presently and 
formerly elected members of council who 
have water and now are wasting time and 
effort to prevent the have-nots from en­
joying equal privileges — one cannot help 
from commenting . , . particularly when one 
knows the fuss that one of them made when 
his water was cut off for non-payment of his 
account.
A referendum is not necessary — let the 
administrative and engineering staff get on 
with the job that has been approved, pla.nned 
and budgeted for. r v;-/. ;-./; /
Be very careful indeed, when the new class 
enrolls for the next term that you ,ver>', very 
carefully select the right student to represent, 
your thoughts, your money and your plans 
for the public good.
The Water Boy 
Name and address supplied
Donors praised
On behalf of the Canadian Red Cross 
blood transfusion service and Sidney Rotary 
Club I would like to express our real ap­
preciation to the 251 donors who once again 
responded tomake the blood donor clinic a 
very heart warming success.
Also, I must convey rny own appreciation 
to members of the telephone committee as 
well as all those who served, assisting nurses 
and staff at Sanscha Hall, and finally, once 
again our thanks to directors and 
management of Sanscha Hall who extended 
co-operation and assistance in every way.
George Howard
We welcome letters to the editor but to 
ensure publication they should be brief. 
Letters may be edited for grammatical 
errors, for brevity and good taste.
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From the Aug. 18,1921, Issue of The Review 
Public Works Minister W.J. King met 
with a delegation of Sidney and North 
Saanich residents and ended up telling them 
there was “no more money’’ for the paving 
of East Saanich Road, 
the delegation, led by Sidney Board of 
Trade secretary W.H, Dawes, had asked that
the road be paved through lo Sidney.
* * *■'
A hot spell in the arc reduced Gulf Island 
inhabitants “to the melting point” according 
to a Review article. Fire levelled a Salt Spring 
Island home in the middle of the heat wave. 
50 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 20,19.11, issue of The Review 
MLA Captain M.F. Macintosh opened the 
Maync Island Exhibition and was pleasantly 
surprised with the “quality and variety of the 
exhibits”. He praised the participants for
showing that "the pioneer spirit isn’t dead."
■ ■ * * *
Census figures for that year were expected 
to show that the population of North 
Saanich had grown by 50 per cent in the 
decade,
; ' * ' ' * #
An American traveller In these parts, the 
Review KqxJitcd, thought Gidiicy “one of the 
liveliest towns on the coast — considering 
the depression.
40 YEARS AGO
From flic Aug. 19,1942, Issue of The Review
A tire shortage, bccau.sc of the war, forced 
Cowell’s Meat Market to go out of business 
alTcr 16 years of operation in Sidney. The 
good news, according to The Review, was 
Cowell’s decision to stay in Sidney and open 
a delicatessen.
The “Juke Box” case opened on the 
corner of Fifth and Beacon in Sidney, named 
after a movie of the day V'Jukc Girl.” The 
cafe kept late hours in order to accomodate 
“Sidney’s growing night crowds.”
30 YEARS AGO
From the Aug, 22,1951, Issue of The Review
Central Saanich council learned of 
another unexpected bonanza at Tuesday 
evening’s council meeting when Reeve 
Sydney Pickles announced the receipt of 
$5,(K)0 from the provincial government, 
bringing the total to $6,525 the amount of 
grants received at the lime.
Hundreds of spectators flocked to 
Mndrona Drive for the Deep Cove regatta, 
and the number of participants was beyond 
the organizers’ estimates, a.s area residcnt.s 
went through their paces m and on the water.
The Review judged Peter Sparks to be the 
“most highly acclaimed entry.”
20 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 23,1961 Issue of The Review
Plans were announced for two major 
projects on the peninsula as the federal 
government announced theconsiructin of an 
$800,000 airport terminal and the con­
struction of a two-lane $375,000 airport by­
passhighway.
MP George L. Chatterton was given the 
honor of announcing the plans.
Recreation Minister Earle Westwood 
announced he would participate in the of­
ficial opening of Mouat Park on Salt Spring 
Island,
10 YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 18,1971, Issue of The Review
North Saanich Council described a 
provincial parks branch plan to construct a 
service centre at Tschum Harbor as 
“ridiculous,”
” Ibis land was acquired free from the 
highways department to be used as a park," 
Mayor Jim Cummings said.
North Saanich Council greeted with muted 
chuckles a letter from J.L.M. Whitbread 
calling for the closure of the length of Deep 
Cove “from Moses Poiht to Cole Point” 
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THECHINESE:
Proud of their achievements, 
possessing the will to accomplish goals
I had mixed feelings when our 
flight from Kunming was delayed 
by bad weather in the 
surrounding mountains. 
Although keen to continue our 
tour I was reluctant to leave this 
engaging city where 1 found so 
many things that fascinated me. 
Determined to one day return, I 
looked back a trifle longingly at 
the broad, bright expanse of 
Kunming Lake and wished 1 had 
more time.
As our ancient twin-engined 
Antonov — a holdover from 
happier times in Sino-Soviet 
relations — descended from our 
flight over the rugged mountains 
the mighty and famous Yantze 
River flowed slowly, majestically 
and decidedly “muddily” 
through the terraced countryside.
We were in Shichuan-China’s 
most populous province, the 
home of giant pandas and 
possibly the sasquatch’s oriental 
relative. We soon landed in 
Chongqing (Chungking) —- 
Chiang Kai Shek’s wartime 
capital and headquarters for 
General Clair Chennault’s Flying 
Tigers.
We landed far away from 
where allied pilots flew their 
heroic, if foolhardy but suc­
cessful forays against the 
Japanese in the early: days of 
World War II. The rapid growth 
of Chonquin closed the historic 
airbase on the island in the 
Yangtze now in the shadow of 
one of the bridges across the 
river. The city still bears signs of 
its long seige after the retreat of 
Chiang’s nationalist government 
frorri Najing (Nanking) in 1938.
Looking down from our hilly 
vantage point, the Ya:ngtze (or 
Chiang Jiang as the Chinese call 
it — ‘ ‘Great River”) looks lazy, 
huge, at close range .even 
muddier, and sadly, there are 
signs of pollution.
At this point, the river is 
crowded with shipping; sampans, 
junks, tugs with up to five barges 
lashed alongside, modern cruise 
ships like the one we were about 
lo board.
Within a month, this grand 
river was to turn into a monster 
and visit death and destruction 
upon this region.
This must surely be one of the 
wonders of the world; not only is 
it a fantastic natural setting, but. 
it is dotted with fascinating 
points of interest such as timeless 
temples and pagodas which add 
an arresting historical flavour to 
our trip. ,
Also, one gets a feeling for 
agricultural China, particularly 
the incessant, meticulous and 
backbreaking work required to 
coax enough food out of the 
ancient soil to feed the millions.
The many small towns or 
villages along the banks, all with 
their obligatory factories 
belching smoke into the skies and 
more often than not pumping 
pollutants into the river gives us a 
glimpse of the dilemma.
The Chinese were eager to 
industrialize in 1949 following 
the first peaceful interlude in 
three decades and did so with so 
much effort to safeguard the 
environment as we expanded. 
They, like us, are conscious of 
the need to find a reasonable and 
sensitive accommodation of 
natural systems with the ones we 
find necessary to impose on the 
world.
In many cases the money or 
the time or both do not match the 
good intentions to clean up past 
mistakes.
We came ashore at Ichang in 
the western part of Hubei 
Province where the hills and 
mountains of south western 
China give way to the vast plain 
of central China. The atmosphere 
is more in keeping with the classic 
picture of rural China in my 
mind.
Here in Hubei Province, the 
geographical centre of China and 
the heart of the Yangtze Basin is 
the site of an ambitious and 
gigantic power project — 
Gouzeba. This is a tremendously 
impressive achievement, of which 
China is justifiably very, very 
proud.
The power of this great river — 
so often destructive in the past 
(and indeed in 1981 too!) is now 
being harnessed for hydroelectric 
power,; irrigation and flood 
control.' ^
Our hosts were anxious to 
show us this huge, successful 
project which complements the 
magnificent natural grandeur, 
the exquisite art of ancient China 
and the historical sites and 
exemplifies the hopes and 
aspirations of modern China and 
reminds us of how very much 
needs to be done.
Wuhan is a very large city — 
actually a huge metropolitan 
complex encompassing three 
cities with a total population of 
nearly four million. It sits a.stride 
the confluence of the Yangtze 
and Han Rivers and is a major 
transportation hub as well as a 
key industrial centre.
Ships of up to 8000 tons steam 
up from the sea and sail under 
another of China’s four Yangtze 
bridges (all post-revolution and 
all proudly regarded as 
significant engineering triuin- 
phs).
With its giant iron and steel 
mills, Wuhan is above all a 
working city, but it is also a great
educational centre and there are 
no fewer than 36 institutions of 
higher learning (university level) 
here.
We visited two of them, the 
Central China Institute of 
Technology and Number 1 
Wuhan Peoples’ Hospital w'hich 
is a teaching hospital associated 
with the medical factory at 
Wuhan University.
At the hospital we were given a
lo modernizing China.
During our joint council 
meeting (we held three: Kun­
ming, Chongqing and here in 
Wuhan) the clear, unequivical 
message normally condemning 
the ‘‘Gang of Four” and the 
‘‘Lin Biao” clique was repeated 
as well as describing the cultural 
revolution as ‘‘10 years of 
chaos”.
Obviously this had been a
‘There is a swing towards some modification of 
strict socialism — communes and individuals are 
turning slightly toward free enterprise’.
frank and graphic glimpse of 
medicine in China. As a layman I 
am exceedingly careful about 
drawing conclusions about a 
highly complex issue, but 1 came 
away with some clear im­
pressions. Medicine in China has 
suffered from the anti- 
intellectual climate of the cultural 
revolution and considerable 
efforts are being, expended to 
correetthis.
The practical emphasis such as 
barefoot doctors are appreciated, 
but they are now intended to 
complement physicians and not 
to replace them. In general, 
medical training was being 
enriched and extended.
Traditional practices and 
medicines are recognized once 
again as being complementary 
and not in any way intended to 
supplant western medicine and 
the most sophisticated levels are 
considered to be not only at- 
tainable'bufdesirable.' 'V
The leclinical institute was' 
formed by merging a number of ' 
ehgirieefirig’'' faculties from the ’ 
universities of Central' China as 
well as several technological 
institutions. It is a sprawling, 
most ambitious' school that 
exemplifies the firm commitment
damaging and traumatic period 
— they made no bones about it 
and indeed were inclined to 
attribute all problems to this 
unfortunate group and the havoc 
wreaked by the misguided youth 
of the day.
The mayor of Wuhan said 
‘‘This (the cultural revolution) 
has now passed into history — we 
are now busy repairing the 
damage and looking forward 
under the correct leadership of 
the party and Central Govern­
ment. China marching forward 
along the correct path — having 
adopted the correct line we are 
■progressing, modernizing, 
socializing — ”.
We left the sprawling, bustling, 
industrial giant and its broad 
green boulevards, dozens of 
colleges and stifling heat and flew 
north across the drought stricken 
area of North China to Peking. 
This is the spiritual, cultural, 
political, communication heart of
China.
Peking has been the capital of 
China for most of the past seven 
centuries, but its all pervading 
dominance today reflects the 
strong and positive central 
government. Perhaps the 
strongest and most dominant 
national government in Chinese 
history.
When I consider that Peking 
man walked and lived, loved and 
died here half a million years ago, 
the antiquity of the area is 
brought home. The town itself 
has been here for at least 3,000 
years.
My visit to the Great Wall must 
be one of my most memorable 
experiences. We set off very 
bright and early by excursion 
train, rolling through waking 
Peking, the suburban factories 
and communes and eventually 
the rolling hill country where we 
sight stretches of tributary walls 
and finally Badaling Station 
where we all pile out.
Our three and-a-half days in 
Peking only served to whet my 
appetite for this most fascinating 
and attractive of cities but we 
made the most. To do justice to 
China’s capital, I would need a 
further invitation to devote a 
whole account to Peking itself to 
tell of lunching at the ‘‘pavilion 
for listening to the Orioles” and 
visiting the old Empress 
Dowagers ‘‘marble ship” built of 
funds intended to modernize 
China’s navy.
The impressions of China are 
numerious and varied, but the 
conclusions are still few. 
However there are some im- '
pressions I have: ;
•China is certain about being 
friendly — the people and the 
officialdom were genuinely 
cordial and obviously keen tp 
understand and be understood. -
•They are trying to turn away 
from isolationist, chauvinistic 
and extreme leftwing attitudes.
•The Chinese are proud ot 
their impressive achievements, 
but are under no illusions about 
still being a developing country 
with a long way to go.
•They possess the will to ac­
complish their goals, and the wit 
as well.
•As told me repeatedly by the 
Japanese — China does not 
menace anybody in Asia or 
anywhere else. (This statement, 
requires two notes; (a) they are 
too busy “squaring” off their 
own enormous country to 
concern themselves with 
conquest; (b) except Vietnam 
which is being used by Russia to 
threaten China.)
•There is a swing toward some 
modification of strict socialism 
(communes and individuals are 
turning slightly towards free 
enterprise).
•China is still a totalitarian 
country — there is no universal 
sufferage, many political 
processes are not open to 
. everyone, but the totalitarianism 
of China is now seldom harsh ; 
and the leaders are most 
pragmatic, even considerate if I 
determined, men. I
•Generally people are well fed, I 
well clothed; and adequately ; 
housed — above all healthy," with f 
; affihCreaSift^life iSXpectartdyy■
CORNER OF KEATINO X RO. & tCIRKPATRICK ORES
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This is part two of an article by 
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel in 
which he describes his impres­
sions of a recent visit to China.
li
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What a saving! Buy 3 tin.s of any* Olympic product and got Iho 4th at no extra cost, 
ir, Olympic Oil St.iln (Somi Traneparont) pcnctratcc to protect the natural beauty of 
wood, [ ] Olympic Oil Stain (Solid Color) penetrates to protect with solid color that 
won't hide tho toxturo of wood, □ Olympic Latex Stain (Solid Color) lots you stain 
over paint with rich, mellow colors. □ Olympic Oveicoat Olyrnpic'^itop quality latex 
house paint that booutifios nnd protects with a tough acrylic finish. " ■
SALf. IN EFFECT AUG. 17 TO AUG, 29
fMSaiSlllil
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Butlers settle down 
to the Gulf Islands
By JOHN GREEN
Alan Builer finally reached Sidney on 
Aug. 9, but after sailing all the way from 
Europe he had to do the last 20 miles from 
Victoria under power. His 26-foot 
catamaran .Amon Re is nosv berthed at the 
government dock at Sidney.
The little vessel made the long voyage 
north from Panama without much wear and 
tear. The rubberized, fle.xible water tanks 
both developed leaks, but were topped up in
an hour while he was making supper.
The greater problem was lack of wind. 
The northeast trade winds didn’t show up 
where they were supposed to be and Amon 
Re was sometimes left motionless on a glassy 
sea. On one of these occasions, 1,000 miles 
from shore, Butler put on scuba gear and 
spent an hour and a half under the water 
scraping goose barnacles off the twin hulls.
He saw three ships in the first three weeks 
out of Panama, and then none at all for
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
Registration 
of New Pupils
Parents D? pupils new to the Saanich School District are advised that 
the registration dates are August 31, September 1 and September 
2, betv/een the hours ot 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon. It possible, 
parents are advised to call the school tirst.
Pupils new to Durrance School should register at Brentwood 
School, pupils nev/ to Prospect Lake School should register at 
Beaver Lake School, and pupils nev/ to McTavish School should 
register at Sansbury School.
Bus schedules tor students eligible tor bus transportation v/ili be 
published in The Sidney Reviev/ and The Free Press on September 
2 and in the Victoria Times/Colonist on September 5 and 6.
School opening day is September 8, 1981.
It you do not know which school to register your pupil in, or require 
additional intormation, please call the School Board Ottice at
Eric Butler and A mon-Re, safe home at the Sidney Wharf John Green Photo
14% FINANCING AVASLABLE!
1982 Crew — Chris Cratt — Rutters Clinker & Whaler Boats are coming 
make space, & otter you our used boat s^ock with 14% tinancing!
21’ GLASPLY cuddy cabin, 1978, 188 hp Mer- 
cruiser f.w.c. Galley, head, swim grid, hydraulic 
trim tabs, VHP, cassette recorder, depth sounder, 
chart recorder. Like new, with 6 month warranty, 
S16,500
the steady rains of the doldrums, and there 
Avas a month’s fresh water in smaller con­
tainers as well.
A forestay that frayed through could have 
spelled disaster if there had been only one, 
but fortunately Amon Re had double 
forestays.
Butler kept an anxious eye by radio on two 
hurricanes, but neither came close, and the 






Monday to a lady 
who wanted a better 
job done of cuiting 
thistles on municipal - 
property..
She apologized for 
the fact that she, as a 
Scots worn a n, w as
objcting to the spread 
of her national flower 






All kinds of tencmg — 
residen’iiai. corrimerciai, 
farm.;
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"/
2070 KEATING XRD. 
652-3522
25’ SABRECRAFT FIBERGLASS Express Cruiser, 
1974. Head, galley, CB radio, sleeps 4, 50 hrs, on 
rebuilt engine and outdrive. Moorage included to 
April/82. 6 mo. warranty. $15,400.
OPEN FRI. 
EVES 7-9 PM
DiiitGli Maptnee Shop Md.
AUTHORIZED DEALER AND REPAIR SHOP FOR; @58-4412
MICHIGAN AND FEDERAL PROPS.
AVoiGNFUTABLrBOATS^ INBOARDo ACCESSORIES - MAfllNE SUPLIES
seven weeks until he talked to the motor 
vessel “Bibby” and was able to have a 
message relayed to his wife Stella in Sidney.
The slow trip caused concern about the 
batteries and limited the use of “Gladys”, 
the automatic steering device, but with the 
wind forward of the beam Butler found 
Amon Re would hold course by itself, 
sometimes for hours at a time.
He kept sailing through the night, sleeping 
on a seat in the main cabin and getting up 
every couple of hours to check on things. For 
the last three weeks he was without a 
fiashlight, having used up four of them.
There was plenty of food, and he took the 
trouble to eat well. At first he had fresh fish 
occasionally, dolphin (the fish, not the 
mammal) or albacore tuna. Then “the big 
one that got away” broke his I(X)-pound test 
^ lipe. His most interesting catch was a five- 
^shark. The indigo -color way 
beautiful, but he 'was relieved when- it 
managed to get off the'pook by itself.
Now, vvith the European inland water­
ways, the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, the 
West Indies and the Pacific all behind them, 
the Butlers will be settling down to cruising 
in the Gulf Islands.
Already they have found that being safely 
home is not without its perils. No sooner was 
Amon Re tied up at Sidney wharf than 





3843 ■ 2nd St. 656-2542
Thursday, Aug. 20th 
lo Aug. 27th
Slacks • Sports Coats • Ught Sweaters ■ 2 Shirts 
or Ties at ‘1.39 per unit.
Put It Up 
with Honey!










5A Trafalgar Square 652'*1211L
OiitiKwMi) Hiy. e C
mwr FORGET
We carry /I
Supplies for your Fruit and Berry Wince 
Prepare Now for the corning Holiday Season
A group of North Saanich taxpayers has launched an appeal to 
the electors of North Saanich to petition the council for a referen­
dum on the proposal to build a watermain along Wains Road at a 
cost of $350,000.
The groups object is to secure for people the opportunity to 
decide for themselves whether the cost of the proposal will be 
justified by its benefits,
They ar(3 concerned that over this proposal, as others now 
beloro council, that there has been less than thorough evaluation 
of the technical and economic alternatives, They tear that tax- 
'm. payers money is being spent to little or no benelit to the com­
munity at large,
The group plans to call attention from time to time to other ma­
jor expenditures, the implications of which are not generally 
g understood,
uj In the present case the group need approx, 150 signatures to 
w achieve its objective,










It was alternately snowing and raining last 
February when .Vlrs. Gabrielle Kaiser lost her 
pampered cat, Cleo. It was months later — 
in July — that Cleo was rescued from the 
Sidney streets where he’d been running wild, 
but not until the Kaisers had scoured the 
neighborhood, left messages everywhere 
they could and advertised in the paper under 
the lost and found columns.
Today, a sleek, slightly plump Cleo graces 
the Kaiser’s home again at 2032 Ardwell. 
.And the lesson to be learned from the 
episode, Mrs. Kaiser believes, is that one 
should never give up.
She was told about the lady travelling 
from Galiano Island to Mayne who lost her 
cat — he never arrived n Mayne. At least, 
not until two months later when she’d almost 
given up hope. No one knows how he 
managed the ferry — but he did.
Mrs Kaiser lost Cleo when she,took him to 
the vet in February. As she left the animal 
hospital on 5th Street, Cleo, already ner­
vous, was scared by a ginger cat who took ■ 
after him and away they both went down 5th 
Street.
For many mornings the Kaisers got up at 
5:30 a.m. and drove around the streets 
looking for the cat. Once, someone phoned 
but it ws a false alarm, not Cleo.
There was a brief glimpse of Cleo one , 
evening when Gabrielle and Jack Kaiser were 
out for a walk. There he was, sitting on the 
steps of the Four Square Gospel Church. But 
the cat panicked — and he was lost again.
The breakthrough came when the Kaisers 
borrowed a cat trap, baited it and left it by 
the church. The. first night they snared a. 
“vicious wild cat”, let hirn.;go and:Semtbgr 
trap again. This time they were rewarded —; 
Cleo was inside;
A little thinner, a few scratches on his 
head—- Cleo wasn’t the pampered creature 
who’d taken off months earlier, but he was 
glad to be home, rubbing up against Mrs. 
Kaiser and two of his old friends, the house 
dogs.
The Kaisers are happy to have Cleo back 
and would like to thank everyone who 




A 29-year-old married man with three 
children was killed in an industrial freak 
accident Aug. 12. Doug Yates, 3025 
Jackson, was loading 64-kilogram pieces of 
well casing with another worker when he 
slipped and fell from a three-quarter pickup 
truck, says Murray Keating, general 
manager of Ken’s Drilling, 6836 Kirkpatrick 
in Central Saanicli.
The steel casing 15 centimetres in 
diameter and si.s metres long, fell on the 
I rent ot his liead, killing him instantly.
Keating said lie didn’t think Yates “lived 
two .seconds after it hit him.” I don’t think 
lie was wearing a hard hat but it wouldn’t 
have mailcrcd because lie fell on liis hack, lie 
added. '
Keating said il 'I’aies liad falleii a clifrerciit 
way he would Just have broken his shoulder. 
“It’s just the way he fell. It could happen a 
million times and it woultln'i liappcn like 
; this,” , , ' '
lie said the company hadn’t had a fatality 
111 15 years.
^ ales had been with tlic company for a 
year and a hall and was training to become a 
driller. Keating said Yates liad done the same 
job 150 limes before, “Loading casing is 
something the guys do every otlier day. The 
casing lie was loading was ilie lightest we 
use.”
riie Worker's Compensation Board is 
investigating the acciUeiii, An inquest date 
has not yet been set.
Employment Wanted
Young lady (35) has ihoroughbrod 
ocotch (..ollio as pet, looking for livo-in 
larm lypu ui kennel employmoni whore 
she can also keep dog. Has been train­
ed to ride and handle horses, also good 
hiivot, Ml present lime in Bstevan, 
Sask, but wishes to return to Victoria. 
Any niters? Phono 652-1502.
















Boats and bodies were battered by the sea and competition during first ever 
Zodiac football game at Sidney Lions seacavalcade at Tulista Park Sunday. CK- 
DA team shutout Butler Brothers 3-0 during contest. Tom Cronk Photo
For Fashion Of Quality
203-2405 Beacon Ave., Downtown Sidney 







repealed a portion of 
a municipal act that 
provides municipali­
ties with the authority 
to legislate tree cut­
ting, and North Sa­
anich council would 
like Municipal Affairs 
Minister Bill Vander 
Zalm to know a need 




Aug. 10 a motion by 
Aid. Jay Rangel that 
representation be 
made - to the minister 
in for rriihg him o f the 
need for enabling 
legislation permitting 
municipalities to 
protect trees in the 
following specific 
circumstances:











“While 1 can 
understand that all 
encompassing om­
nibus tree cutting 
bylaws are difficult if 
not impossible to 
enforce and do tend to 
infringe on personal 
freedom, however, 
there are a number of 
circumstances which 
require municipalities 
to legislate the cohtr61 
of tree-cut ting- 
removal, the most 
significant of which 
are listed in my 
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I PRESCRIPTION OPTICAl 
9779 ■ 4th ST., SIDNEY 
1964 Fort St.
1175 Douglas St.
1120 Yates St. “*
1105 Pandora Avit. 11-1175 Douglas St












242S BE¥AN AVENUE 
SEPTEMBER 1, 1981
Hr ai! th@ faeniiv!
Private School Black or 
Brown Oxfords.
Black Leather imitation 
Wallabees for boys, 
ladies and men.
Navy or Brown Leather 
Straps for the Junior 
Miss.
Navy or Brown Leather 
Oxfords in Infants’, 
Child’s, Misses’, Youths’, 
Boys’.
Running Shoes in assort­
ed styles and colours, 
some in special narrow 
widths.
“Kindergarten” No-tie 
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The Island
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formerly Oak Hay Tyke and Teen Shoei
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PUT THE CLOVERDALE BRAND ON YOUR HOME
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EFFECTIVE • 
SALE DATES I 
AUG, 14 TO I 
AUG, 29,1981 
ONLY
9768 - Sth Street, Sidney
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R • S;3D p.m. Weokdtys; 
0:30 • 5 p.m. Saturday; 
OPEN SUNOAV 1040.111. 
FKittAY NtaHIS TILL 0
THERE VIEW Wednesday, August 19,1981
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Boneless Beef
^ Cross Rib (*6.57 kg) Canada Grade
Olympic 














Sirloin Tip (*6.57 kg) Canada Grade
Boneless Beef
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Flashers and dodgers are probably 
themost used and least understood tackle 
employed by fishermen in the province. 
There is no question that fiashers and 
dodgers attract fish and give the lure a 
tantalizing action which sometimes triggers a 
strike — however, most anglers don’t fully 
understand how to rig them for maximum 
effectiveness.
This apparent paradox is covered in great 
detail by Brentwood fishing expert Jim 
Gilbert in Fishing with Flashers and 
Dodgers. Every aspect of the subject is 
covered in chapters on leader lengths, testing 
and trolling speed.
Guest authors Lee Straight and Bruce 
Colegrave — both fishing experts in their 
own right — have written chapters with 
details of their own techniques with flashing 
metal blades.
Jack Gaunt, commercial troller and in­
ventor of the popular Hot Spot flasher, also 
contributes his know-how on the subject.,
The book is put out by Saltaire Publishing 
Ltd., Sidney, and costs $2.95. Cartoons are 
by Nelson Dewey who provides step-by-step 








Local junior golfers 
John Fram and Blair 
Philp from Glen 
Meadows together 
with Guy Spencer of 
Royal Colwood and 
Brad Sissons of Pitt 
Meadows, made up 
the Junior “B” boys 
golf team who last 
week won the Western 
Canada Cham­
pionship in Calgary.
Brad Sissons, 16, 
took the individual 
low honors 76-70-72- 
218, 10 strokes ahead 
of 15-year-old John 
Fram 79-74-75-228 
and 17-year-old Guy 
Spencer 76-78-74-228. 
Blair Philp, 16, 
finished fourth back 
with 81-74-79-234.
The B.C. team won 
the three-round 
tournament with a 672 
total, 33 strokes ahead 
of Saskatchewan 
(705), Manitoba was 
third with (709) and 
Alberta last with 
(715).
BASEBALL IS BACK, and so is the 
spitting. And Joe Garagiola. There isn’t 
anything more disgusting, except, perhaps, 
the motorcycle sagas, on television than the 
continual expectoration to be seen when 
baseball’s well-heeled heroes are at work. As 
for Garagiola, his blatant enthusiasm and 
self-serving reverence in his first post-strike 
TV appearance made one want to spit . . . 
major-league baseball players did employ the 
strike weapon but they really aren’t trade 
unionists. It will be remembered they didn’t 
hesitate at all in crossing picket lines when 
the umpires went on strike, and there have 
been a number of instances in which players 
ignored picket lines set up by park em­
ployees. And while players were right in their 
claim they should be entitled to free agency 
when they have fulfilled contracts, their 
battle wasn’t with the compensation issue 
but the amount of the compensation . . . and 
why doesn’t the players’ association object 
to the amateur draft, which is just as much a 
denial of rights as being bound to a club for 
a career? . . . Danny Lucas, who looked like 
a probable NHL star when he played with 
Victoria Cougars, was on the list of the 
Colorado Rockies when names of NHL free 
agents were released ... free agency is 
expected to boost the average National 
Basketball Association salary to more than 
$200,000 for next season. Not coincidental is 
that Los Angeles Lakers will charge $75 a 
game for their 116 front row seats and that 
Cleveland Cavaliers will have to take in 
almost $150,000 in each of their 41 home 
games to break even . . . president John 
Ziegler has said that one-third of his clubs 
lost money last season while one-third broke 
even and one-third showed a profit, and that 
hardly qualifies the NHL as any outstanding 
success ... starting next Tuesday all racing 
at Sandown will be in the afternoon with the 
first post on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 
1:50. It remains 1:25 for Saturdays, Sundays 
and holidays . . . we’ll know about the B.C. 
Lions after their Sunday game in Montreal 
and their Aug. 29 home date with Calgary 
Stampeders. The Lions were well-beaten by 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats, but if they’ve got it 
they’ll bounce back . . . coach Frank Kush 
of the Ticats, who should know after his 
many years at Arizona State, says that the 
three R’s in college are no longer reading, 
‘riting and ‘rithmetic but recruiting,
. recognition and revenue.
MONTREAL EXPOS will probably 
create a special problem if they should make 
it to the world series this year. If divisional 
and league playoffs go the limit, the Expos
might have to consider renting the Forum for 
their home games, the chances being ex­
cellent that late October baseball in Montreal 
will require an indoor facility. It just might 
be below zero in Olympic Stadium . . . top- 
level excellence in any sport is always im­
pressive, but none more so than the hard-to- 
believe shotmaking of world class table 
tennis players ... a California (Santa 
Maria) high school softball pitcher named 
Tracy Compton hasn’t allowed a single run 
in the past two seasons. She won 13 games 
this year, striking out 201 ... along with 
curling, alley bowling in Canada is on a 
downward trend because construction costs 
have just about stopped building of new 
facilities and old ones are being shut down 
from time to time. Among the latest closures 
is the 32-lane Chapman’s Bowling Lanes in 
Vancouver, once managed by the late Bill 
Smith, who become well known in these 
parts when he moved to Victoria to lease 
Gibson’s Bowladrome some years back ... 
Manny Trillo makes a fine salary playing 
second base for the Philadelphia Phillies - 
enough to afford things like diamond 
earrings for a seven-year-old daughter ... 
he wasn’t trying to be recognized as the new 
Champagne Tony Lema but David Graham, 
the transplanted Australian, was so happy 
about winning the U.S. Open golf tour­
nament that he sent 25 cases of champagne 
to the press tent. Now a wealthy Dallas 
resident, Graham has no intention of 
returning to Australia. “I can’t vote and I 
can’t work for the government but I’m not 
leaving here,” Graham said . . . Kevin 
Rhomberg, a minor league baseball player 
who so far hasn’t been given the kind of 
major league chance his statistics say he 
shbuld 'have had, is quite philosophical 
'*'^bout it. ‘"‘l/’ybu liv^ b'y the iffies,’’ he says.
“you’ll die by the iffies.” . . .
* * *
BILL BABINEAU, who has been 
challenging Keith Linton for meet driving 
honors, is at Sandown with a small stable of 
claimers but is also among the top owners 
with purse returns of close to $10,000. More 
than $8,000 of that is due to the efforts of 
eight-time winner Prince Walrus and Steady 
Blue Grass, the former a 14-year-old gelding 
and the latter a California bargain basement 
purchase which won five times and placed 
once in its first seven starts . . . other veteran 
runners are showing that age is not 
necessarily a factor in handicapping. Silent 
Slade will be 15 and retired as of Jan. 1 but 
was 7-3-4 in its first 16 trips to the post, the 
11-year-old Elegant Star A won seven times 
and placed three times in 13 starts and the 
11-year-old Fleet Foot Creed is 6-3-0 in 12 
races. And a couple of 10-year-olds, Caljay 
(14-7-1-2) and James Gem (12-5-4-2) haven’t 
been letting supporters down either . . . 
Shiaway St. Pat won the famed Ham- 
bletonian in 2:02 1/5. It’s a time Sandown 
pacers have often bettered, but the track was 
quite wet and it was the third mile in less 
than four hours for the winner. It all started 
with 10 and 12-horse elimination heats but 
when neither of the heat-winners finished 
first in the 10-horse raceoff it needed a three- 
horse finale to decide things . . . Kootenay 
Queen could do no better than a show finish 
in its first nine starts but was second twice 
and third once in the next three Sandown 
trips and in a nine-day period was part of 
Triactors which returned $2,727, $383 and 
$1,359 . . . Monticello Raceway is becoming 
known for gimmicks, the latest a one- 
furlong dash between a camel and an 
elephant, the elephant won, doing the 220 
yards in 22.4 seconds . . . the number of 
first-to-last and last-to-first performances as 
Sandown is helping keep handicappers 
confused. Breaks, post osition, injury, 
moving up and down in class, track con­
ditions and driver changes all contribute to 
the turn-arounds but it is disconcerting when 
a log reads 5-5-1-8-8-5-1-7 [Here Comes 
Rockey], or 6-6-5-8-1-7-1-6-5-6 [Ara Ben­
nie], or 6-5-6-2-1-8-1-5-8-5-5-1-5-1 [Deck 
Hand], or 1-8-6-8-1 [GoldenEnuff].. . . but 
then there are the consistent - like Silent 
Slade with 1-2-3-1-1-3-1-2-2-3-1-1 for the last 
12 races; Hellzapoppin A with 3-3-5-3-5-3-3 
for a stretch of seven. Spotlight Jim with 5-5- 
4-5-5-5-6-5-6-4 after a 7-1 start. And Carney 
Hall with 6-6-7-7-8-6 after settling down and 
Fussy Flossy, settled down from the start 
with 8-5-5-6-7-5^6-6-6. They haven’t been a 
■■\problem-yet..
fieedys.
Now you can get the 
power to make financial 
transactions 24 hours a day, 
every day including holidays, 
and you don't have to wait in line.
You can do your money transactions day or night, 
whenever it's convenient for you!
® withdraw cash ® transfer between accounts
® make deposits • make account balance
• make loan payments inquiries
Come in today and get 24 hour teller power.
scKflnicIisawinis mim
Sidney's only 24 hour Automated Teller












Last year two swimmers from the Piranha 
Swim Club qualified for the provincial finals 
of the B.C. Summer Swimming Association. 
At the 1981 championships in New West­
minster this weekend there will be 12.
A team of 28 swimmers from the club 
went to Powell River Aug. 8 and 9 for the 
Vancouver Island Regional Championships, 
competing with the best swimmers from 
seven other clubs. They came away with 
three relay medals and 13 individual medals.
The boys 8 and under relay team of Ian 
Bckkcr, Craig Bcntham, Murray Pears and 
Rylcy Swanson won both the 200-mclrc 
medley relay and the 200-mctrc freestyle 
relay. The girls 9 and 10 relay team of Anne 
Barnes, Lorraine Langslaff, Wendy 
Siannard and Stacey Swanson took the silver 
medal in the 200-metre freestyle relay.
Individualvvinners were:
Girls 8 and under; Kitthryit Scott, bronze
Youngsters who will he representing the peninsulars Piranha Swim Club at 
provincial finals of B.C. .Slummer Swimming Association at New Westminster this 
weekend are, back row, left to right, Lorraine Langstaff, Dehby McGuire, Ryley 
.Swanson, Wendy Stannard, John Bentham, Stacey Swanson, Murray Pears, 
Brenda McGuire, Anne Barnes, front row, left to right, Ian Bekker, Kathryn
.Scott, Craig Bentham.
for 50-mcire breast stroke.
Boys 8 and under: Ryley Swanson, silver 
for SO-metre backstroke and bronz.e for 50-
656-0171
‘iKZfi - .Inl Btri'ist, 
l',0, ItiW butiu’V,
iliitisli CuHimbi.i
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH
1903 Mount Nowton X Road, Saanichton, O.C., VOS IMO
NOTICE
The Corporation of the District of Centrai Saanich 
hereby gives notice of its intention to adopt a by-iaw, 
pursuant to Section 574 of the Municipal Act, 
R.S.B.C. 1979, Chapter 290, to authorize the 
disposai of a portion of FergUsSon Road in exchange 
for iands necessary to reiocate a portion of Ferguson 
Road. Copies of the proposed by-law, together with 
sketches outlining the lands to be exchanged, are on 
file in the office of the Municipal Clerk, and are 





Girls 9 and 10; Anne Barnes, gold for 50- 
metre breast stroke; Lorraine Langstaff, 
silver for 50-metre freestyle; Stacey 
Swanson, bronze for 50-mctre backstroke.
Boy.s 9 and 10: John Bentham, silver for 
50-mctrc buitcrlly, bronze for 50-mctrc 
freestyle, bronze for 50-mcire backstroke.
Girls 11 and 12*. Debbie McGuire, bronze 
for 50-mclre butterfiy.
Girls 1.3 and 14: Brenda McGuire, silver 
for SO-metre bultcrtly, silver for 100-metre 
backstroke, silver for 100-mctre breast 
stroke.
Coaches arc Roger Barron and Al Porter.
COMPUTE BOAT UPHOLSTERY
SUPPLICttit OF BOH COVERS 
CAMItR - TIUkILEN CUSHIONS 
REPAIRS
10223 McOOHAlO PK. RD., Sidney












By MARCUS DAVIES 
[Staff Writer]
The past decade has seen more and more 
people turn to the sea as a source of 
relaxation and recreation, and with the 
growth of boating’s popularity, the boat­
building industry has become more 
automated.
Fibreglass, aluminum and plastics have 
replaced wood, and, for the most part, a 
kind ol contact with our seagoing past has 
been lost.
For shipwright Hugh Campbell of Sidney, 
however, the craft still lives, and his boat 
building business, Winard Wood Industries, 
is busy hand-building classic small boats.
A retired industrial arts teacher of nine 
years, Campbell started his business in
January of 1980. Since that time he has built 
23 boats in his seaside shop.
Working with Campbell are Mark 
Creswick, through the province’s youth 
employment program, and apprentice 
shipwright Rob Frykas. The two are learning
skills involved in hand-shaping and hand­
fitting as many as 70 pieces of wood into the 
shape of a boat.
Most of the lumber going into Campbell’s 
products is of a local variety with red cedar, 
Garry oak and Sitka spruce accounting for 
the bulk. The woodcrafter also uses 
Phillipine mahagony, holding it all together 
with copper clench nails.
A former winner in the Victoria Classic 
Boat Festival, Winard Wood Industries will 
be entering four boats in this year’s event 
over the Labour Day Weekend.
These boats include a b'/i-foot Norwegian 
pram, and three .sailing boats measuring 9'/2, 
12 and 14 feet. The 12-foot boat which is 
gaff-rigged will likely be in competition with 
the lug-rigged 14-,footer.
Even with as many as 160 boats expected 
to participate in this year’s Classic Boat 
Festival, Campbell is confident one of his 
boats will win a prize.
Last year’s victory was for the best 
trailable power boat.
Boat festival organizer Jim Russell said
‘is always well 
“especially by
Monday the Sidney area ‘ 
represented’’ in the event 
gaffers.’’
Entrants will be competing in 11 categories 
throughout the weekend, with the sailpast 
taking place of Dallas Road breakwater 
Sunday morning.
Those interested in registering are asked to 
call Russell at 385-7766.
The designs for the boats Campbell builds 
— and for many festival entries — go back 
so far that only the country of origin and 
time period are often known. For example, 
his 12 and 14-foot white hulls date back to 
the whaling periods of the 1800s. The 
Norwegian pram goes even further back.
As well, his company does custom boat 
work and repairing.
Maintaining one of the proudest crafts 
and traditions of the sea is something which 
the shipwright finds gratifying and 
preserving a seagoing heritage is “almost 
enough reward.’’
“When a boat goes out of here,’’ Cam­




















ALOE VERA & 
REDKEN CLIMATRESS
COME IN AND GET 
YOUR HAIR CONDITIONED
AT THE
204-2405 BEACON AVE. 
Upper Mail, Town Square 656-2233
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Klein hasn’t given up, 
still rescues boats
By JOHN GREEN
Horst Klein doesn’t belong to the Coast 
Guard Auxiliary of the provincial emergency 
service any more, but he is still rescuing 
people. His quick response to two calls 
Thursday evening may have been in­
strumental in preventing accidents from 
becoming tragedies.
The first call at 6:50 p.m., was from a 27- 
foot sailboat which had come all the way 
from Portland, Oregon, only to run aground 
on Minx reef, north of Saturna Island.
; A’ glance at the tide book showed that 
timing was critical, the water level would be 
dropping in about 15 minutes.
In his powerful 18-foot rescue boat, Klein 
made the run from his base at Otter Bay on 
Pender Island in nine minutes. He was able 
to get in close enough to hand the skipper of 
the stranded boat a 150-foot line to attach to 
his main halyard.
Klein then took his boat clear of the rocks 
and pulled the mast of the sailboat down to a 
45-degree angle, which lifted the keel clear 
and allowed the boat to slide sideways over 
the shallows into deep water.
That rescue was completed by 7:10 p.m. 
and just over an hour later Klein picked up 
another distress call.
The 105-foot former schooner, Fitz Hugh, 
operated as a cash fish buyer was 2 Vi miles 
outside Active Pass, heading for Victoria 
with a load of fish when something let loose 
in the stuffing box. Trying to make 
emergency repairs, skipper Byron Polly got 
his right leg caught under the drive shaft. He 
managed to pull free but gashed the leg 
below the knee, severing an artery.
He was able to reach a duffle bag and find 
something with which to stem the flow of 
blood. Then crew members radioed for help.
Kelin heard the distress call at 8:13 p.m. 
and was despatched to answer it by the 
rescue centre in Victoria at 8:16. He was 
underway at 8:20 and alongside the Fitz 
Hugh at 8:35, having run the II miles from 
Otter Bay through Active Pass in 15 minutes,
No doctor had been located on Mayne, 
Galiano or Pender, so Klein was sent to 
Ganges, arriving at 9:02, but an expected 
ambulance was not there. An ambulance 
attendant arrived four minutes later. The 
ambulance itself wasn’t there until 9:20. An 
hour later Polly was transferred to Royal 
Jubilee Hospital.
‘ Klein was supposedly going out of the 
rescue business in 1979, but it hasn’t worked 
out that way. This year he has already 
responded to more thim 60 calls.
His home is on a boat, the Queen of 
Storms, and he and his wife Joyce, monitor 
the emergency channel most hours of the 
day. They maintain two small boats used for
rescues, and estimate that in the pa.st seven 
years they have spent over $200,000, all 
coming out of the earnings of Klein’s 
plumbing and electrical business.
His main disagreement with the organized 
volunteer rescue systems is over the method 
of payment, which is based on the length of 
the boat and the time spent out on a call.
Klein’s 50-knot Boston Whaler is worth 
only $10.50 an hour, although its 225 
horsepower outboard consumes almost 
double that in fuel at top speed. The call to 
’ the Fitz Hugh was completed in two . hours, 
so would have brought hirri, y$21. ; in , con- 
pensation.
He knows of larger, slower vesels in the 
Coast Guard Auxiliary for which the same 
call could have been worth almost 10 times 
that — but it would have taken hours longer 
to get the victim to hospital.
No compensation at all is available for 
expensive radio, rescue and salvage 
equipment, or for the hours spent 
monitoring*calls.
Klein disagrees with much of the regular 
Coast Guard operation as well. He considers 
the patrolling done by the cutlers to be a 
waste of money for fuel, and says the 
hovercraft are not suitable for rescue work 




5 lbs. T-BONE 
10 lbs. SIRLOIN 
5 lbs. CLUB 
10 lbs. CHUCK
seriously with visibility.
Now he is taking a different tack, 
organizing the British Columbia Lifeboat 
Society, modelled on similar societies in 
Europe. Use of the name of the province has 
received government approval, but the 
society iteself is not yet officially in 
existence.
Once it is, the Kleins hope that money can 
be raised from boat operators and other 
concerned individuals to pay volunteers for 




Sidney RCMP will 
be cracking down on 
slow drivers .
Area RCMP will 
also be charging high­
way drivers who fail 
to wear their seatbelts. 
The Review was told. 
The offence can be 
punished with a $25 
fine.
The police are 
particularly concerned 
about those impeding 
ferry traffic on the 
Pat Bay Highway, 
and one constable said 
it causes other drivers 
to change lanes and 
increases the; 





Due to Popular Demand 
the Latch is open 
for Luncheons again 
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PANELLING ar BUILDING MATERIALS
“We’re First In
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GARAGE
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LAMB CHOPS1 NEW ZEALAND
50 lb. 1 
BEEF PACK
*119"®
' Wwoiil Ini.i. (Ini' 10 ouiliop ft hnnini) will the pririi pin pound,
Mon.'Tkirt. S 5 p.m. fit S-6 p.m. Cloted Sat, i Sun,Island View Freezer Ltd.
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE
Council will bo appointing eight members to North Saanich En­
vironmental Advisory Commission. Should any resident of the 
District be interested m serving on the Gommissiun, kindly submit 





other gill giving event.
11
CABINET PLYWOOD
f"i;l in qualily, liisl m vaiieiy WInilsoi 5p(ic,i.ili;ii!. in naidwood plywood in a'yB' slmels,Vaiious iliir,l'riiis6(i5 .ivail,ililii Knii Windsor Fiisi Wn'vo not Iho soior.lioii Wo vn gol Iho
-J 11 V 1 u y 0
4’x8’xl/8" Walnut ea, 24.88 1
4'x8'x3/4" LC. GIS Walnut ea. 69.88 j
1 4'x8'x3l4" Venw Core Maple ea. 49.88 1







5/8 4x8 18*95 SHT
TARPAPER RSPEMITE400 sq, II, rolls
6®® noil 7883/8 4x8 I
1 SHOP-GRADE PARTICLE BOARD 1
3/8 4x8. . . . . . . . . ... .......,5'®sh,.
1/2 4x8 .. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6*»sm.
5/8 4x8. . . . . . . . . ...... .,..7®"sh..
HANOI PAK 
CEDAR PANELING
T & G. Smooth Face. Resawn Back, 
Cover 18 ■ 19 aq. II.
PANELLING
A true bargain in a number one wall 
panel. Full 4’x8' shoot, Pro-finished 
V-groovod panelling in warm woodgraln 
pallorn,
YOUR CHOICE OF HAIDA CEDAR, IN­








2120 KEATING X RD. (.S2-Rk39.
OPEN SUNDAYS 10:00 - 5:00
WINOItOW^
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: Tennis ’81 is happening in
Central Saanich. Afternoon 
lessons for all ages, register now 
- at the municipal hall or call 652- 
‘ 4444 for details. Cost: six lessons 
^ fbr$13.
* Interested in local history? 
Sidney Museum on Beacon
/ Avenue is open 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
* seven days a week through Sept.
11.
' Anyone for tennis? Players at 
I all levels are welcome to join the 
t Saanich Peninsula Tennis Club
* which meets Tuesdays and 
« Thursdays at Parkland school 
» courts. Play is from 6:30 p.m.
‘ until dusk from now through 
t September. Balls supplied, fee —
adults $10, students $5. For more 
information, call Jim Black at
* 656-2885 or come to the courts 
V any Tuesday or Thursday.
* Central Saanich Senior 
‘ Citizens meet the first and third 
» Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
' East Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A
* planned program is offered.
; If you are weight-wise come 
; and join a friendly group from 10 
: - 11 a.m. (TOPS) Monday
t morning at St. Paul’s Church, 
2410 Malaview. For more in- 
' formation call 656-2654 or 656- 
I 3851.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
; [STAG] Clubhouse is located at
2304 Oakville, behind Sanscha 
Hall. It is an activity centre for 
young people aged 13-19 years 
who live on the peninsula. Most 
activities are free and everyone is 
welcome.
Clubhouse hours are 6 - 10 
p.m. Monday through Thursday; 
6-11 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
and 1-5 p.m. Sundays. Summer 
activities include swim trips and 
outings at noon Mondays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. There are 
also several camping trips and 
beach parties
White tag items half-price at 
the Salvation Army Thrift Stores
during August. Stores are located 
at 713 Johnson; 9775-2nd Street, 
Sidney; 2812 Bryn Maur, 
Langford; and 7174 West 
Saanich Road, Saanichton.
Bored? Nothing to do this 
summer? Then join in Central 
Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club’s 
weekly activities. Events are as 
follows: Aug. 26 — Thetis Lake 
swimming, free, 1 - 4 p.m.
Countryside Preschool, a 
parent-owned co-operative in 
Central Saanich for three and 
four-year-old children, is ac­
cepting registration for the fall. 
For more information call Mrs.
Holy Clifford at 652-4650.
Peninsula Singles Club meets 
for a dance Aug. 21, 9 p.m. -1 
a.m. at McMorran’s Seaview 
Room, 5110 Cordova Bay Road. 
Dress informal, members and 
guests, widowed, divorced, 
separated, single. Tickets from 
Hillside Mall and Harbor Square. 
For more information call 479- 
7195. No tickets at the door.
Peninsula Figure Skating Club 
registration will be held 10 a.m. - 
2 p.m. Sept. 12 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
Sidney-North Saanich summer 
flower show will be held Aug. 29 
2 - 9 p.m. and Aug. 30 10 a.m. -5 
p.m. Anyone may enter exhibits, 
qualified judges in each class, 
trophies and prizes to be won. 
Refreshments, plant stall, 
displays. Admission SI, free for 
children under 12 accompanied 
by a parent. Phone entries and 
for more information call 656- 
0049 or 652-1385 before 10 p.rn. 
Aug. 27.
Peninsula Christian Women’s 
After Five Club plans a dinner 7- 
9 p.m. Sept. 14 at the 
Travelodge. Special feature: doll 
collection; music - Charlene 
Krahn, soloist; speaker, Norma 
Dick. Reservations by Sept. 10, 
call Janette at 652-2930.
For the first time in 
recent weeks Sidney 
RCMP have gone the 
best part of a week 
with no reports of 
burglaries. On 
Monday their most 
recent report involved 
theft of quarters from 
an electronic sub­
marine game outside 
the Swartz Bay ter­
minal on the night of 
Aug. 11-12.
The night before 
that someone broke 
into a warehouse and 
a restaurant at Canoe 
Cove and left things in 
a mess but apparently 
took nothing.
On that night also, 
someone did an 
estimated $1,000 
damage by shooting 
pellets through six 
windows in apart­
ments under con­




WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT




652-325& 2i40C KEATING CROSS ROAD 652-322i
















BUILT TO ORDER 
EASY TO HANDLE- 
GOOD STABILITY.
Top speed 25 knots, cruises at 20 
knots, Single or twin diesel 







"Ym Community Mindad Rental Company"
6777 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
in Keating Industrial Park
652-3908
PETFORD BROS. MARINE LTD.
CUSTOM BOATBUILDING




CORNER OF KEATING X RO: & KIRKPATRICK CRES.
LOWER FLOOR OF STANDARD FURNITURErjlAHfa.K 
VIM
Sale in effect Auq. 17 to Aug, 29. 1981
iwiiiiimiiliitiiiiiiwoiiiiiiiwiiiiitiiiiiiiiiw
'‘rr.i
/ ^ ' t Tv G ’ ^ ^ :
With Your Building Supply Needs!!!
Whether yoii’ro thinking of: REPAIRING, REPLACING OR 
MAINTAINING COMPONENTS OF YOUR NOME WE HAVE WHAT IT 
TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
Courteous salespeople with Iho knowledge to help you with your project.
Supplying mllly nimhandlse lo Vhlorla and the penlnuila for om SO years.
VISIT SUTL6R BROTHBS DUILDALL. TODAY 
rm SUPERMARKET OP BUILDINO MATERIALS.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL
2046 KEATING X ROAD
Open Monday to Friday 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
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Today it was almost 90 degrees, 
breathlessly hot, but wonderful to have this 
gorgeous weather finally. Things that love 
the heat are growing like mad, and things 
that don’t really care for it are rapidly going 
to seed. Our broccoli has burst into flower, 
the lettuce looks like a collection of lush 
green towers, and the chard had to be pulled 
before it seeded the whole garden to chard.
The roses really don’t care for this hot 
weather either, and it keeps one busy just 
taking off the dead heads, but it is very 
important to keep at it, if you want another 
lot of blossom before fall.
Terribly important to keep the hoses going 
. . . not just a ppffist, ppffist, and goody 
that job is done, but a thorough watering, 
letting the hose run for long enough to put 
about a bucket of water under each rose 
bush.
It may seem tedious, but while the hose is 
running you can be examining the plants for 
animal life, taking off any leaves that have 
black spot, and even pulling weeds.
It’s a neat trick tp pull weeds and water at 
the same time, and many a shoe I have filled 
with water while attempting this maneouver 
. . . sometimes it’s my shoe, sometimes it is 
someone else’s (you find out who your true 
friends are this way).
Now is the time to cut back those straggly
petunias ... my neighbour says she is going 
to trim back every second plant so she won’t 
be entirely without flowering petunias for 
the next couple of weeks. Fertilize the 
pruned plants with 20-20-20 . . . two 
tablespoons in a two-gallon watering can.
Fuchsias aren’t wild about heat either. Do 
try to keep the seed pods picked off, but be 
careful you aren’t picking off the flower 
buds, they do look very alike. .
Watch those zuccini plants. Every year I 
try to keep zuccini picked when they are 
about six to eight inches long, but in two or 
three days, if you have overlooked one, lo, 
poking out from under a huge leaf, comes a 
stout, green, edible submarine! Twenty 
Zuccini loaves coming up!
I’ve just put all the acorn, hubbard and 
banana pink squashes, and the cucumbers up 
on pots to keep them from lying on the wet 
ground, where they might rot. I tip over a 
gallon pot, although a smaller one such as a 
half-gallon “Scotch pot’’ would be better, 
and very gently lift each squash and lay it on 
top.
Yogurt or cottage cheese cartons would 
do, but please, make a couple of holes in the 
bottom first, for drainage.
I am inclined to think a certain amount of 
“hanky-panky’’ has been taking place in the 
seed-growers’ gardens. Some of my plants 
are very odd indeed. One giant, confidently 
planted as a bush zuccini, is rapidly taking 
over the vegetable garden . . . runners every 
which-way , . . and the oddest fruit . . . sort 
of ridged, mottled green, and capable of 
doubling in size daily. Almost enough to 
make one nervous!
Another is sending out roots at odd in­
tervals along its runners. I’ve put a 2-gallon 
pot filled with rich soil under one set of 
strong roots, and will watch with interest the 
development of two acorn squash.
I promised you a recipe for “curried 
zuccini pickles’’ . . . sorry . . . next week for 
sure! Store any zuccini, especially yelloyv 















, EXPERIENCED INCONVENfldNAL 
AND MDDERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BDDY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2ntl Street I 
tUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 656-4443 I
It’s a grand piece of 
Sidney history, and 
after a suggestion by 
Art Gardner, it will 
get the treatment he 
thinks it deserves.
A large iron eyebolt 
— one of the anchors- 
for the Stays of a large 
crane used to handle 
lumber in Sidney Mills 




Gardner wants it 
preserved because it 
was once part of one
of the largest sawmills 
of its time and marks 
the northern terminus 
of the old V and S 
Railway.
Sidney council 
agreed Aug. 10 it 
should be preserved. 
Aid. Howie Norquay 
said it was on town 
property — all it 
wants is a plaque put 
on it, he said. Acting- 
Mayor Ross Martin 
said council owed a 













Sale Ends Aug. 29
ALYeE’s mmmm












of our OI4CE A YEAR
CLEABAilCE SALE
Sale Ends Aug. 22/81
2®% OFF
ALL STOCK 
yP TO 50% OFF ON 
SOME DESCONTINyED 








We FIESERVE the RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
STORE HOURS—
r DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30 ; AUG. 19, 20,2i, & 22, 1981
' ^ ^ Home .of SUPES9_aa^r^»!
lii;^wnt0wn S!dn©y. ^ _
Across from Sidney Hotel
/■L; : V
FRESH FATT’S DRY PACK 
CHICKEN SALE
FII¥!NeOBI€KENG8.rwH.u.......18.^1.19
lOJISTiGGHICKEIj... . . . . . . . . lb.^1.29
IHYING CHICKEN cut..p...........:.u..^1.29
CHICKEN BREASTS i.-^2.29
CHICKEN LEGS ... . . ................ib.'>'L69
CHICKEN 0RyiST!CKS..........L8.^1.S9




VEAL SIRLOIN STEAKS 




$% 1® SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
“$?‘4®plDE BACON 5..B.........................51.79
WIENERS 11..p.ck.........................^1J9
HEAD CHEESE pumsm.375....... ...^^
I 1 ri^CI^OR WtiOLE CHICKEN All
Aid I V I Ltbd FROZEN FRIED. 906g........
I PliliEII HAH OLD FASHIONED. BONELESS ....LB.^3b49
LB. H RIAHKf HHO
liMl rit FR6ZEN.250g ..................!4^EA.SISI
99*^
I . NELESS... L .
|C® I HEUT PIE FR6ZEN.250g ..................!4^EA.
" PlCiilC Hfm SLICED. COOKED. 175g......................................................... .. huhww | | H Vr OrBIVD UtU UUUIAtU IFOg..........................
CHICKEN WINGS.. . . . . . . . . . . . VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS.:....i..^2.1^ SLICED BOLOGNA 375, ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...,.^1.49
CHICKEN LIVER • teal* a.a a a.a a a at vataaaaaaa a LDi VEAL PATTIES aaaaaaataaaaaaaaeaoaaa a »
tm









SUN BYTE WHITE. 1 Utro
79'
FLOUR
FIVE ROSES. WHOLE WHEAT
lOks^Sn®®
CORN OIL
DIAMOND BRAND. 3 Utr«
HM
U.S.MCIHTOSHRED . .......... ........IB.
Bsnflnss... .. .. .lb. 33
Carrots local no. i..... . ................ .lb. ZS
Long CiicMinbors B.c.N0.2LociiHotHou8e .LB. 59 I Startor zip
ialnUfepiNETREEACDg.....................^2 IDIb............. .^2 Jf
Black Popper french'sut..,..........r 1 hSS
Vegetable Oil diamond brand 3 Utra . . . .^3 n99
B.B.Q. Sauce HEINZ lo02.,. ...........99
.........:..79‘
PINETREE460g
Salmon .UMBU bee white SPBINC. 7 V> 01. . . . . . . . .
Shortening BAKEnsv lb 





BECEL.llb.tub.. . . . . . . . .
.. -f DHtfttU
HASH BROWNS carnation 2 tb
^1.091 Digestive Biscuits acviTiE4001 ..^1.19 | CORN ONTHECOB Dti»o«4. 
Canned Fruit austhm m«i k. i».r i.ieb $ | | ®
Pean, Fruit Salad, Fruit Cocktill, 28 oi.    Ji» w
^l.ii69 I Pickles BICK’S Sweet Mil, yHimiVM.50B(. . . . . . . ..99






FROZEN FOOD SPECIALS 
FANCY PEAS ««»iH2ib.,...:.^1.09 
FRENCH FWESv.ui.ri..a2fc.....,..,.....,.„..,...:,...59*:
FISH FILLETS highukeii niGBor ig u.  ........^1.79
APPLE PIE «G..GMnH,. . . ...:„..eg.*1.69
59^
JIM
ORANGE JUICE acCMGrGGIEMGe, . .^^^^^^^^^^^
KEN-L-RATION CHUNKS 1Gb,
DOG FOOD
CAT FOOD G iivE. ^
TOILET TISSUE DEUEteieG
a ( » * a » I a ( * * a t «
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i Real Estate
ft':'For'Saie v:vVFor;$ai@.S::
Help Wanted Work Wanted
Sparling Ontuii^

















Member - Victoria M.L.S.
656-1154
',;;OPENHOUSE .®®^
: r SUMMERGATE: :
VILLAGE'i'^„.v;: i:;v:
vf; 9348 TrailcreeL DrJ
' Sat;& Suii'iv 
; You’ll find -the best for 
retirement living when you 
. view this most attractive, ' ~ 
cottage-like modular home, dustviai 






Level, fully serviced, 
building lot in area of new 




DEEP COVE, open sunny ‘4 acre lot, 
Municipol water, $85,0(X). 656*5318. 
3703-33
THREE PARCELS LAND. 1 - 10 acre 
piece. Approximotely 3-4 acre in 
meodow. 1-32 acre subdividable. 1- 
5.82 acre piece. Well, septic, and 
power in. Phone 112-395-3581 or 112- 
395-2674.no-33 
640 ACRES, approximately 450 
cleared, beautiful view, water in 
each quarter if cross fenced. Good 
investment only $195,000.00. Phone 
112-567-4846. Write Box 358, Van- 




Lovely 3 bedroom home, easy 
walk to ocean, park, store and 
bus stop.
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
$115,000





SIDNEY CUL-DE;SAC, ;4 bdrms, 2 
boths, spacious; split level. Family 
room, wall to wall throughout, rock 
fireplace. Wall oven, Jenn-AIr range, 
compactor. Fenced; yard, covered 
deck. $750 per month. Availoble 
September 1st. References. 656U973.
'■■■■3694-33'
FT. storage or light in- 
spoce, Sidney. 12 ft. 
overheod ond separate entry. 
. , . Available Aug. 22, $500 monthly plus
-very special community. share hydro. 656-3n0 alter a p.m. . 
; For your enjoyment there is 3602-34 - / ,
the swimming and Jacuzzi 
pools, games, party, hobby 
, and library rooms in the 
recreation complex.
' Vendors will consider any 








RESPONSIBLE WORKING COUPLE 
urgently 1 • 2 bedroom home up to 
$500 per month rent. Close to Sidney 
or north Saanich areo. 386-9526 after 
4 p.m. 3691-33
EMPLOYEE OF SIDNEY SILVER 
THREADS is in need of 2-3 bedroom 
apartment or house, Please phone 
Director at 656-5537, 3702-33
RESPONSIBLE MATURE FEMALE^uTd
like to rent your apartment or homo 
when you go south this winter. 
Reasonable rent. 656-1947 or 656- 
4812. 3714-34
WILLING MUM to take 6 year old boy. 
Grade 1, after school McTavish 
Rd./Eost Soonich area. If interested, 
coll 656-3353 after 6 p.m. 3646-33
WAITER/WAITRESS needed for busy 
Peninsula Restaurant. 11;30 a.m. • 
3:30 p.m. Phone 652-9821, 10 a.m. - 1 
p.m. only please. 3701-34
RESPONsFeLE HOUSEKEEPER required
for light housekeeping duties and 
supervision of 3 well-behaved 
children. 11, 12 and 14. Mondoy • 
Fridoy. Storting September 8. 3 to 5 
p.m. South Sidney area, neor 
Experimental Form/Deon Pork. 656- 
2705,3717-33 
FULL TIME ■ PART TIME. Dealer to 
hondlo Sidney/Soanich area. Be your 
own boss. Our business Is water­
proofing sundecks and patios. Credit 
reference required. For further In­
formation, write Box "O”, c/o The 
Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney. V8L3S5. 3712-33
LIVE-IN HOMEMAKER. If you’d like to 
live by the ocean with good books to 
read and beouty oil around you. this 
may be just whot you’re looking for. 
Your work will involve offering love 
and componionship to a super elderly 
lady, preparing simple but nourishing 
meals and looking after a smoll, 
really nice cottage. You'll get regular 
time off, but will need a cor. To talk 
abouf it. coif Jeon Johnson, 112-629- 
3504.3710-33 
RELIABLE MUM for looking after 2 
girls. 4 and 5*4. Tuesday to Friday, 
Greenglade School area. Debbie, 
656-2501 after 5 p.m.3709-33 
FULL TIME office girl wonted for small 
metal shop. Will train. Some light 
cleaning duties included. 656-4722. 
3708-33
FULL TIME cook for Country Kitchen 
Restauront, Brentwood Boy. Apply to 
Al Newman, 652-1192 or 479-5062. 
3705-33
EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER required 
after school and occasional evenings. 
656 0324.3704-33 
FEDERATED CO-OP DOWNIE STREET 
SAWMILLS has a position available 
for on EXPERIENCED SAWMILL 
MILLWRIGHT. Please forward resume 
of experience and qualificotions to 
.Personnel Supervisor, Downie Street 
Sawmills, Box 1300, Revelstoke, B.C. 
VOE 2S0. Phone 112-837-5175. nQ-34
MECHANIC for new G.M. dealership, 
person with minimum 5 to 10 years 
G.M. experience with will to move up 
to management level upon com­
pletion of new facilities. Contact K. 
Meyer Enterprises Box 609, Ashcroft,
, B.C. VOK 1 AO or phone 112-453-9166. 
no -3 3
TRAINING NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
SCULPTURED FINGERNAILS. Earn 
extra income at home or In a solon. 
Night course available. Limited 
seating. Phone days ^ 112-463-5025. 
Evenings n2-462-7774, na-34
’HOLIDAY RENT A CAR" - The 
franchise with Q future available now 
for-Sidney, B.C. For additional in- 
formotidn please phone Mr. Tom 
Light, 112-682-1008 days, 112-591- 
8783 evenings. na-33
ALMEA INTERIOR ■ we are looking for 
people to join us in home soles and 
hostessing of lingerie, novelties, 
lotions, etc. If interested In a fun and 
different type of evening, call Don or 
Susan collect at 112-859-5244 
(Abbotsford). na-33
TRUCKER required who needs a haul 
back from Thunder Bay Ontario. 
Approximate weight 50,000 lbs. 
Clean cargo. Phone Bob 112-921- 
2076. na-33
SMALL RESTAURANT in West 
Kootonays requires Cook, Chinese 
ond western cuisine. Write Box 40, 
Greenwood. B.C. VOH IJO or phone 
112-445-6767 ask for Morilyn. na-33
WILLIE THE WORKER 
6524137
Vacation lawn cafe, odd |dbs, gardening, light 
hauling, clean-ups, chain saw work, 







7' X 4‘ WESCRAFT WINDOW, open 1 
end. New. never mounted, aluminum 
sosh. 656-2586.33 
OLD GOLF CLUB COLLECTORS Six 
wooden shaft irons, three woods 
including Anderson. St. Andrews, 
Gumming, Thistle. Gibson and 
VJright-Ditson mokes. $25.00. 656- 
3769. 33
Musicai Fersoraals
CRYSTAL CHANDELIER: cast 
bathrub on legs, 656-1606, 33
1972 CORTINA L. good condition, 
white, 64,000 mikles, SI,200, 656-
6928.33 
75 PINTO, 60,000 miles. $1,300, call 
oiler 5 p.m. 656-5032. 34 
1975 PINTO WAGON. 1 owner. 
Slondord, 2300 cc engine, rodiols, 
good condition. Clean, now point. 
Ideal family 2nd car. $2,799, 656-
3733.33 
73 MAZDA MODEL BOB Stotion 
Wagon. All radial tires, snow tires, 
rodio and trailer hitch. Call John, 656- 
4167, 3 4
THREE CARS. 76 Gremlin; 74 Hornet: 
71 Montego at less than wholesale 
price. 656-2092 or 9691 - 4th St. 
Sidney. 3697-33
'64 MERC VAN CAMPER. Nice interior 
with stove and toilet. Extra van for 
parts, $995 obo. 656-4143. 3719-33
VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER opo-up root, 
low mileage, I owner, t4ew engine, 
MIchelin radials ond snows. 2-way 
fridge, slove with oven, 656-6053.
371 1 -33 ■
1977 TOYOTA COROLLA, 10,000 
original miles. Aulomotic, 4. door, 
radial tires, lady driven, immaculate. 
Asking $6,200. 652-0088. 3706-33
'65 BUICK sport wogon, radiol tires, 
good condition. $800 obo. 656-2568. 
3729-33
INCREASE GAS MILEAGE up to 30% 
with Vapor-Jet. Money Bock 
Guarantee. Dealers wanted 44.44 
F.O.B. Box 122, 108 Ranch, R.R. #1, 
100 Mile House. B.C. VOK 2E0. na-33
Trailers, 
Campers & HVs
QUART SEALERS, glass gallon jugs, 
green rug. 9x12; gold rug 9xll’/2; 
rust chesterfield and choir, all good 
condition. 656-3547.^
lSja] electric TYPEWRITER:
motornity cope size 12; Snugti; 
Kenmore sewing machine; men's 
“Farmer John" wetsuit fitting 5’8’’. 
1601b. 656-5353.33 
WORLD FAMOUS Salt Spring Island 
Lomb. Cut, wrapped ond frozen to 
your specifications, whole or half. 
Information, 656*5316. 3661-35
TWO STORM screen doors, 32x79, 
$55 each; family size BBQ, electric 
spit. $25: roof top car carrier, $14. 
656-7688 or 656-7762.^
50 VARIOUS SIZES wooden framed 
windows, suitable for greenhouses, 
$50 OBO. 652-2242,^
SINGLE BED, complete. $50; stovir 
hood, white. $40; coffee table, $10; 
commercial vacuum, offers: Dick wet 
copier, offers, 652-1861. 33
ELECTRIC LAWNMOWER. $55; electric 
five light fixture, like new. $45; 
fireplace screen, size 33’xl3". $10. 
656-6728.^
WURLITZER ORGAN, Super Sprite 
Funmoker. touch tone. Rhythm 
coupler, orbit synthesizer, three 
keyboards. Good for starters. $2,500, 
or near offers. 652*1887. 33
ELECTRIC OLYMPIA TYPEWRITER, 
desk, inventory file (new); van seat; 
B/W 21" T.V. 656-7603 or 656-5282. 33 
FULL LENGTH camel coat with hood, 
excellent condition, size 14, $65; 
.Brownie uniform, belt and tie. size 
14, S15. 656-2568. ■3728-32 
BMX RACING BIKE. Oakley 3 grips, 
Elina seat, snakebellies, fluted seat 
post, Tang forks, race incorporated 
handtebors. $185. 656-5192. 3727-33
PIANO LESSONS, classical and/or 
popular. Register novy for fall season, 
limited openings. 20 years teaching 
experience. Suzuki and R.C.M. 656- 
4060.^
LEARNING TO PLAY piono shouldTe
fun. Classic ond chord method. Mrs. 
Sincloir. 656-6058.3696-33
PIANO AND GUITAR LESSONS 
available locally at PENINSULA 
MUSIC, (formerly The English Music 
Studio). For unique learning ex­
perience, call Gi) or Alister at 656- 
2242 Of 656*4739. tf
CUEmmL
3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 
pieces, hide-a-beds. rollav^ays, month lo 
month.
833 Yates 383-3655
ARE YOU INTERE$TED in a nutritional 
diet and exercise progrom? Do you 
wish to lose weight, tone up and 
generally improve your health and 
well being? Tentotive starting dote 
September 10/81. 656-5861 or 656- 
3772.3681-34
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE; 
(formerly Saanich Penlnsulo 
Guidance Association). Services for 
the family, individuol, marriage and 
family counselling. 656*1247 . 9813- 
Fifth Street. Sidney. tf
MysieaE
Enstryments
BALDWIN ORGAN 46C. Two con­
soles, full pedalboard, Leslie 
speakers, bench. New condition, 
suitable church or serious student. 
S2.195. 656-3206^3
AMERICAN PIANO, with metol harp. 








9773 - 5th St, Sidney 
656-5541
HANDSPINNING
Individual lessons for 








Early Apples. Hot House Tomatoes, Hanging 
Baskets. House Plants. Open daily, 9 a.m. - 5
304 Walton Place, 
off Oldfield Rd.
PENtN$ULA $INGLE$ CLUB Dance. 
McMorran's Seaview Room. 5110 
Cordovo Bay Rd. Friday, August 21. 9- 
1 a.m. Ores informal. Members ond 
guests, widowed, divorced, 
separated, single. Tickets Hillside 
Moll & Harbour Square. Info; & , 
reservations 479-7195. Sorry no 
tickets sold at door, 33
658-5838




1970 ECONOLINE VAN. only 43.000 
miles. Newly ca'mperlsed, curtains, 
new carpet, new paint, good rubber. 
Offers on $3,995. View at Butler Bros'. 
Keating X Rd, or call 656-5783 after 6 
p.m. : . 3693-33
NEAR NEW 14' travel trailer. 3-way 
fridge, stove, toilet, furnace, electric , 
brakes etc. 656-3550. 3685-33
FRESH, crystal clear Artesian woter. 
Government inspected, great for 
drinking; beer making or whatever. 
652-5653. 3723-33
NEARLY NEW fridge for boot or 




13' FIBREGLASS over plywood boat, 
1976 • 6 h.p. Johnson motor, deck, 
windshield, OMC controls, full cover, 
trailer. Excellent condition, $1.350. 
656-2B2Q. 33
WANTED: Outboard motor brocket; 
also old ice box, upright. 656-7886. 33 
ZO^ ReInElTsOFT top. IO fresh water
cooling, hydraulic trint tabs. Nice 
condition. 656-6937 . 3716-33
ONI.V3ULOCKS
FUOMSII01*lMN(i
3 bedroom, no slop 
bungalow. Large living and 
dining room, Family kii- 




To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-It
HARBEL MOLDINGS LTD. Mobile 
homin locoleci In pcirki. on pods. 
Lisimgs and 5alov. VVu wulcomo oil 
ungulrios, Listings wonlod. Wheel 
t'siolo I’liono collotl. Lower 
Mninlond Division, 13647-UX)lh 
AiCi,.,.-, '■Miirc-y, 8 C V'it \H9, 1VJ 
MlS ahVZ; Komloops Division. 90 1(10 
Seynifjur Siroel, Komloops, B.C. V'/C 
'Jrs. ll'J.:r/'J'57ll, rim wheel Cstole 




. 9751 • 4,th STREET
26' SABRECRAFT (itircglass Express 
^ Cruisor, 1974, Hoad, g.tiley, CBtadio 
e| sloops 4 50 hrs on roliijiil eiigino anri 
S riuldiivo Moorage , included in 
p April/82, ti mo. warranty $1!) 400 
21'OLASPIY cuddy c.ltiin, 1978, 188 
r*' tip Mercrurser ( w f. Cialltry, hr:,id 
swim yiiil, tiyoraulit tiini laDs. VHF 
Msselle icciirder depin r.i)unditi, 
cliail rccoidei, l.iko new willi ii 
nmntli wairaniy $i(i,!,ino 
UNANCINfi AVAIIARIf,
65M412
G.E. REFRIGERATOR. $60. Older 
model but works well. 656-4463 after
REALISTIC DX-302 digital receiver, 
$400 or offers. 656-7884. 3684-33 ,
BENCH GRINDER^ HP ail ball
bearing motor, 2 grinding wheels, 
6x3/'4''. $65; 3/4 HP, 8x1" wheels, ; 
$100; both units brand new. never 
used and include eye shields and tool 
rests. 384-4766. , -3628-34
CEILNG FAN,; decorative type, 52" 
wood blade, brass colour with light 
fixture, rheo-stat speed control. 
Upwords/downv/ards airflow. New, 
never used, cost $275. selling, $160. 
384*4766. 3627-34
SPECIAL! CAPEZIOS: Bollot Slippers, 
.$9.99; tap shoes, $18.95. Mail order 
catalogue ovoiloblo. S.S.T. Ice & 
Donee, 22336 Lougheod Highway, 
Mopio Ridge, B.C. V2X 2T6 or phono 
112*467*6133. na*34
UNREGISTERED TOGGENBURG doe 
yearling goat, ready to be bred. 
Asking $50, 656-6198. 33
REGISTERED ARAB GELDING. 14.3 
HH. very calm and reliable. Good on 
roads and trails. Has done well in 
shows. $900 to o good home or $1.200 
with 16” Tack Shop saddle and bridle. 
Enqujiries, 652-2647. 3726-33
MY SISTER AND 1 need a new home in 
the country. We ore orange, 1 yeor 
old cats, both: fixed, house trained 
and very loving. Morris, 652-0088.
: J707-33 1 ^
ORDER$ TAKEN now for green beans. 
656-28 66. 36 83-33
BABY
5653.




LOST, grey cot 14 years old onswers 
to Gypsy between 3rd and Lovell 
Ave. Roberts Bay areo. Family pe^ 
Please phone 656-4660. Reward. 33
FOUND: Child’s stroller, left a! Flint 
Motors. 656*0144. 33
FOUND: Cleo tho Cot. who was lost 
for nearly 6 months. Thanks to all the 
people who helped in my search for 
him. - Mrs. Kaiser. 33
LOST DOWNTOWN SIDNEY Monday 
August 17, Shaelfor ballpoint pen. 
Sentimental value. Please call 656- 
4564.  3725-33
LOST: Saturday, August 15 in or 
around Senior Citizens Building, 
lody's silver wrist watch. Please 
phono 656-6242.  3705-33
HARDWARE STORE FOR SALE. 
Southern Vancouver Island. Price 
includes stock at cost plus fixtures. 
Write Box 890, Lake Cowichon, B.C. 
VOR 2G0 or phone . 112-749-3012 or 
112-749 6178. na-33
SELL, LEASE OR TRADE 365 feet 
waterfront property with 75 seat 
licensed dining room and 4 bedroom 
post and beam home. 70 miles north 
of Vancouver, $225,000.00. 12%
financing. Phone 112-487-9225 or 112- 
883-9453. nQ-33
EXCAVATING BUSINESS ON SUN­
SHINE COAST. Gross revenue for 
1980. $141,000.00. One man
operation with late model equipment 
in excellent condition. Selling for 
health reasons. Also available or can 
bo sold separately 13 plus aero Hobby 
Farm with 2 homos. Phono evenings 
112-487-9130. no-33
SENIORS (60 or mor.e) New to Sidney? 
Don't know anyone? The Silyer 
Threods Centre offers classes, ac­
tivities and o warm welcome. Drop In 
to 10030 Resthaven or call us at 656- 
5537. : tf
VICTORIA SOCIETY OF ARTIST 
, exhibition of framed paintings in oils, 
ocryiics. water colours and pastels, 
Hillside Mall, Sept. 14 to 19th. in- 
elusive during shopping ^
GREEN TAG ITEMS '/, price df * ' 
Salvation Army Thrift Stores during 
September. 9775 - 2nd St. Sidney, 
7174 West Saanich Rd. Brentwood 
Boy. 33
P.A.L.S. Pre-School is moving to the 
Knights of Pythias Hall, on 4th Street. 
3688-33
PENINSULA FIGURE SKATING CLUB 
registration will be held Saturday, 
September 12, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. Advance 
registrotion forms ot Panoromo 
leisure Centre. 36
COUNTRYSIDE PRESCHOOL (parent 
owned co-operative) in Central 
Saanich for 3 & 4 year old children 
now accepting registrations for 3 
year olds for the fall term. Info, Mrs. 
Holly Clifford, 652-4650. 33
76 RO 400
656-3372,





UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY - Our ex­
panding network is enjoying 
phenominol success and additional 
locations are needed to fill this in­
creasing demand. We supply a 
protected torrilory, comprohonsivo 
training and ongoing support for your 
business, willi on immediate cosh 
How. No inventory, no largo faclllllos 
or confusing storl up. You supply the 
willingness lo succeed, positive 
Qltiludo and o minImOm invosimoni, 
that secures your future. For more 
intormation coll or write; Director ol 
Franchising, Westland Food Packers, 
(B.C.) Lid. 385 Boundary Rood South, 











HANDICAPPED ADULT seeking work 
in CenIrnI Snnnirh orno Wdrks well 
with supervision. Gardening ox- 
porionco, modesi woge nogolioblo, 
Coll Sprlngwood Rosldonco, 652-1613 
or 652-3621. qsk (or Director. 3686-33
CANOE COVE SCHOOL ol
Seamanship ond Novigolion Is 
leaching C.Y.A, "Loom lo Ciuise," 
suthny loulsu'. (Win, Muiaiuy lu 









This charming 2 hetiroom 
randier is iocaleil on a ' 
water!' r o n t acre, 
hreathtaking beauty in 
Nonlt Saanieli, As a bonus, 
lliere is a 1 beilniuin guest 
cottage witlt large suntleck 
ttnil boat storage below, lie 




liscape iltc hustle hustle ot 
tlic city aiut andioi your 
boat steps away rroni 
honie. I'ermnes induile 3 
liCLirooms, sepainle Llining 
luuni, gla.sscd in luniooiii 
and corner stone fireplace. 
Diivc by lOWl Madiona 
nnd call for details on this 




CtlANING STAFF inguiied by 
thmilon's Cndrir Couil ond 
Cluiilltm's tveigreen Court, txcelloni 
ii((Cimn\oilalian tivtillolilo. I'luoionl 
sunouhding*. Only Industrious 
Ikjisoris need apply. Conimt Lindp 
thniHnn, llnw 751, Bnnll. Albmin T0| 
OCO. l>tvon«(3(M)762 3659, NA-SS
(ir wii will troin. Please reply with 
titsurne, sidury expected and phone 
nuniher to Box N'. the Sidney 
Reyievn 'H123 3iil St. Sidney, VOL 3A6.
____________________ 3662 34
Sn'icii...R?QUl'R?D""jar""Soplenrt)er
tl (It, 11,30 ■ <1 m p.m, lot 5 year old, 
i| doys per week, Irnhside'Amity 
nreci 656 IB^4 alter 6 p.in, 3650 33
PIRMANINT’p'a'rT TiMrofilce wnr'k 
iir Sidney area, nppioximalftly 30 40 
hnuts per nwnlli. Not olien but olso 
riiied Ixnkup tmlp (nr oll'co m Vic- 
li’irln to Mssixl In pltoire ansvxeiing 
ond Invoicing wlntn stendy girl on 
iTolldoyl or sick, Reply, sloling past 
experience to Box ' I’" t o Sidney 
Review, C-C), Box 2070, SnlrHiy, VBL 
'Ai.____
EipFii7fNaT>'"'«c»TfAi7”
by Sidney pit aunt ing lirrn. Per 
mnneni pnii.ltlt-,n Suftri (entmerpltc-v 
"O ', t,'o the Sidney Review, Box 
MJd.'intney, Vni, 3S5, 36(12 34
EXFimENCID iobKK?Epii' reninrid 
, lui cunsirudKin lirm un I'uninxulu. 
Cunlnri Kim, 652-1177 tot ftp 
, 3690 33
MATul?"' WHr''oioOMli' "”ex-
twirlonrexl wnltrexs renuired lull nr 
port time. Also, on ex(«irlonf*tl port 
time cook. Apply Ip person heltire 11 
o.rn Of nllet 2 p.rn. Stnndia rnmily 
Reslnuroifi. 2359 Hearon Ave. Sid- 
' ’‘•f.,,™,.™,.,..___ , ' ' 3699-33
TIRED OF OARDENINOF Phone 652- 
3310 oiler 5 p,m, lor un oslltnolo on 




QAUDEN BCnviCE, f'luninti l.tiunn von
Sthuckm,inn CK'ilVt0(10
nijooXacroXnFAorHm OiTJu-
mnnl find eir'mv iip lohn r’hr.ma ()fji>"l035.
’ ;17-II
iv :<'i





Again avaiiabio lor Sidney 
and surrounding district, 
Good warkinanrdiip at 
reasonable prices,
Also oxcotlont crews 
available lor larger lobs,
B56-4133
, Your
Mercury & Mercniiser 
Dealer in Sidney
at tho loot ol Beacon Ave,
656-3221
Factory Certified Mechanics










low price factrary lolvoge gloss Cut 
to sue, 24 or TSc sq. (l.i 33ctf,$1.25, 
3,'16 ll.SOi plot#, $1,75. Bronie
lint 24 r>y It (V1 3'I6 *2 00 Works 
ol 9750 ■ 4th St Sidney, Open Mon, - 
Fil 12.30 4 p,m , Snturdtiy (1 ti m,
12 noon. Closed Wednesday, 655,
Wr56, tl
FIREWOORi Cut In order Cedar 
(xisli. and tails. Select tree lolling 
6W,,42I3 ^ ____
irT0irTNi0Y''¥ARDININ0rTo"ll
yeof round, using on olutnlnum and
„-.-l vnir., "t.,, I.„„
hrocliure to: B.C. (Sreonhouse 
Builders. 7425 Medley Avenue. 
Butnoby, B C. V5I 2R|, Mnil orders 
,-,nv( nvndnhie Phnne 112.433 4320 
n o • 3 3
The Sidney Review 
P.O. Box 2070 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5
□ Please enter my subscription 
for 52 weeks for $10.00
□ Enter as a Gift.
□ PAYMENT ENCLOSED GBILL ME
Name „ 
Address 
City_ _ .Province. .Postal Code,
Gift Nrime
Address







•QUALITY WORK •REASONABLE RATES 
•SPECIAL O.A.P. REDUCTIONS 
CALL
Ron 6564953 Jim 658-7524
FREE ESTIMATES
iAINTINANCE iAN
Part-time maintenance man required im­
mediately. Some carpentry, repair experience 
required.




Call our classided department to send your ad to all 74 papers in the 











•86 sq. ft. of 
sail area. 
•Floatation Cells 











PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED 
AD THIS WEEK
Use this form to send your ad to
The Sidney 3Vev\cw








N jddilinnai 4 lOT 25®
1 Namo . „ . . -
1 Addresi . ___ „
Mail In Ihn SMnny HhvIdW
P.O. Box 2070, Sidney VOL 3S5 




























9807 - 5th STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
\
AJAK HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - Roors - Carpels 























Tho only way lo place your
r.lasftdiod ad in 74 nowapapor# 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'ukoIhiouohoul tl C fi Iho Yukon, 



























"From Estimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!”
7177 W. S/LANICH RD.
652-9525
Dressmaking
THE UPPER MftLL, 
TQWH SQUARE 




For your electrical construction, addr 





Cirn'crtitni'rir crrl{fli’il ri'cliril. 
cion u'lrh :l!i yenm c.vpcrlr.'ricc 









Rewiring, electric healing re­
pairs, appliance connections.




Inilnstii.il - Rcsiilt'nli,il 
t..\iinincn:j;il Wjrinh 

























2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




o BACKflOF. WURK 
® WORK 
I ® TRirc;KSNG














Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 

























BACK FII.LINO • LOADING 
SEPTIC T,ANK8 
FILTEB BEOS 
SEWCFt STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES




f'viiU’ To:,I:,, Digging, :4l















‘Lawns, feed or sod 
•Cement work 
•Fencing





Residential. L'oinnuMX'ial and 
(loIfCoiirM’ (ainsnuL'tion.






DIESEL AND UAH 
Ckiinpli'Ve Inslallnlions
Ket)nildinge.\lniiisl systems, rnr ple­







Ftclory Authorlrerl Sorvl-Cintre 
EVINRUDE & JOHNSON OUTBOAROSS 
MERCRUISER -OMC - VOLVO 
STERHORIVES 
Alio Servico lor
HONOA S SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
mSfEhSTe?
Mon. - Sat.
8;00 a.m, ■ 5.00 p.m,
§3S8SgS88^a333S^






























Service Residential - 
Commercial
"Bi.V or small 
wc will do litem all."
















• 22 years plumbing 
experience in H.C.
• Special rates for 
pensioners
® New homes












v \ :656.276a ' :
New Consiruclion, Renovallons 
Repair Work
9883 • 7th Street
Licensed Plumbers
Bill Jones Randy Palmer
SAM
“THE” ROOFER
For all your roofing needs. 
Shakes, Shingles, Tar 
















Pininiuli am) Ihi 
Oulllilani)i
Page IS
Don’t be disappointed!... 















Quallly Work • Frao Eatlmals* 
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations. 
Basement Suites, etc. Rolorencsi . 
avaiiabio.
_ _ _ _ 656-7370
gHANTS 
i^AiL Mmm$
Ropilrs lo Lawnmowors, 
Chainsaws, Motorcycles, etc. 
Tii«a>Upt
10134 McDonald Pari: Nd.
656-7714
J.B. SHEET METAL LTD.
6485 OLDFIELD RDl. R.R. »3
B.C., V8X 3X1 '3
RESIOENTIAL/COMMERCIAL 
.•Heat Pumps-Air. (
Phone : JAY BULL 








Marina, Auto a, Safocy Qlaio 












9812 • 41th St., SIdiiat)
Imtd
Mtnoiialil |>irk Rit,
Mokoro of fltTO 
Wood Stovos &11“
I’jja . jFif^lMo Inserts
LAWNMOWER
REPAIRS




Furnfices, fireplaces, dud 
work, chimneys, boilers, oil 
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